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ABSTRACT
Numerical investigations were done on a two-dimensional hydrofoil under steady and high
reduced frequency unsteady loading in the MIT Ocean Engineering Marine Hydrodynamics
Laboratory (MHL). The computational findings were supplemented by steady flow
experimental aata taken with the hydrofoil in the MHL variable pressure water tunnel (VPWT).
A linear, inviscid computer code was developed to estimate the influence of one or a number of
vortex generators upon the induced velocities in a confined channel flow. A typical marine
propeller section shape with a standard anti-singing trailing edge was chosen as the
experimental test piece. The steady flow properties of this unbounded shape were determined
using a strongly-coupled viscous/inviscid solver. An unsteady boundary element method
(BEM) solved for the unsteady pressure distributions around the hydrofoil surface using the
output from the induced velocity code, and a Sears function approach. The power needed to
drive the unsteady apparatus was then estimated by combining the solid body inertial effects
with the hydrodynamic effects as determined from both the added mass and the Theodorsen
approximations. Using a steady BEM code which is capable of modeling tunnel walls, the
unbounded hydrofoil shape was then adapted for bounded flow by reducing the thickness and
the camber distributions so that the respective pressure distribution curves matched. Using the
unsteady pressure calculations, pressure transducers were selected for accurate underwater use,
and the foil was manufactured.
Steady tests on the hydrofoil were accomplished in the MHL VPWT. The laser Doppler
velocimeter (LDV) was used to obtain the velocities around the foil surface and the pressure
transducer was used to determine the normal surface pressures. The experimental results show
that the foil shape alteration reduced the effects of the tunnel walls, and that the boundary layer
properties agreed well with the computational estimates. Unsteady data will be taken and
analyzed in the next portion of the research.
Thesis Supervisor: Professor Justin E. Kerwin
Department of Ocean Engineering
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NOMENCLATURE
Symbol Description(s)
Re Reynolds number
U. Freestream velocity
c Steady foil chord length
v Fluid kinematic viscosity
g Fluid dynamic viscosity
p Fluid density
k Reduced frequency
r0X~ ~ Circular frequency (rad/s)
f Frequency (cycles/s)
CL Lift coefficient
CM Moment Coefficient
h Heave amplitude (Theodorsen); Tunnel half height (FLAPPR)
hi Heave velocity
hi Heave acceleration
a Angular deflection
& Angular velocity
~~a ~ Angular acceleration
a Flapper hinge distance aft of midchord divided by 1/2
d Flapper hinge distance aft of the leading edge
C(k) Theodorsen function
S(k) Sears function
H(p2 (k) Hankel function of ;,e second kind, order p
Jp(k) Bessel function of the first kind, order p
Yp(k) Bessel function of the second kind, order p
ao Vertical gust amplitude (Sears)
UO Gust maximum axial perturbation
VO Gust maximum vertical perturbation
WO Gust maximum transverse perturbation
V Total velocity vector
V Velocity magnitude
u x Velocity component; Local velocity component tangent to surface
v y Velocity component; Local velocity component normal to surface
6
w z Velocity component
t Time
x Axial position component; Local position component tangent to surface
y Vertical position component;. Local position component normnnal to surface
z Transverse position component
F Body force vector
Fx Body force component in the x direction
Fy Body force component in the y direction
Fz Body force component in the z direction
Cp Pressure coefficient
p Local pressure; Flapper non-dimensional offset from tunnel centerline
p_ Pressure at the freestream velocity
a Boundary layer thickness
Ue Local velocity at the boundary layer "edge"
8'6~ ~ Boundary layer displacement thickness
0 Boundary layer momentum thickness
H Boundary layer shape factor
~w Shear stress at the wall
Cf Skin frictional coefficient
Tu Background turbulence level in fluid
F Circulation
Fro Maximum circulation amplitude
Go Non-dimensional circulation
V0 Rotational velocity
Vr Radial velocity
r Distance from discrete vortex to spatial position
0 Angle from discrete vortex to spatial position
l Flapper chord length
13 Flapper maximum deflection angle
to Maximum section thickness
fo Maximum section camber
S7 Vorticity
n Boundary layer transition amplification factor
aideal Ideal angle of attack
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this research is to provide high quality, detailed flow measurements for a two-
dimensional hydrofoil section subjected to steady loading and unsteady loading at high reduced
frequencies. The results of this project will be used to provide data for comparison to unsteady
boundary element method (BEM) and Navier-Stokes (N-S) computational fluid dynamics
codes and also to provide a basis for modifying the Kutta condition used in classical unsteady
potential flow models. This portion of the research covers the steady aspect of the investigation
and the numerical planning for the unsteady phase of the experiment. The unsteady experiment
and analysis will be conducted in the second half of the project.
1.2 Background
The most basic analysis and design techniques for fluid mechanics involve classical two-
dimensional inviscid methods. An example of this type of method would be the propeller
lifting-line approach. The method can be extended to "three-dimensions" by discretizing the
lifting line into a finite number of horseshoe vortices. This type of approach works well for
high aspect ratio wing shapes, such as those found on sailplanes and airplane propellers.
Similarly, if the two or three-dimensional shape of a propeller blade is approximated by a mean
camber line or a mean camber surface, that surface can be divided into a lattice pattern, with
increasingly dense lattice lines in the areas of geometric and physical complexity. A vortex-
lattice method assumes that discrete vortex elements emanate from these lattice nodes, and after
applying suitable boundary conditions, such as the Kutta condition at the trailing edge or zero
normal velocity over the camber surface, the inviscid flow characteristics can be found. This
type of method works very well for the design and analysis of wings and propeller blades with
small thickness-to-chord ratios and expectedly small separation zones. This type of method is
called a lifting surface approximation. The thickness and body geometry can be accounted for
in the model by discretizing the actual body surface with a lattice pattern that creates a number
of "panels." These boundary element methods (BEM), or "panel" methods, often assume a
distribution of source strength and vortex element strength over the surface of the body in order
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to model the thickness and assumed pressure distribution1 . The solution to Green's second
identity, or Green's Theorem at the center of each of these panels vith the appropriate
boundary conditions leads to a linear system of the unknown panel sinfeicrities, which can be
solved using direct techniques to obtain the resulting velocity and pressure fields2 . BEM's,
both velocity and potential based, are able to predict steady and unsteady forces on marine
propellers with reasonable accuracy.
For simple geometries of few components, or simple physical flow situations (very low or
very high Reynolds numbers, for instance), these classical methods can be used to achieve
good accuracy with a moderate amount of work by hand, or by use of a computer. In some
types of fluid flow, however, these methods fall well short of the physical truth. This is
because the three methods described above, lifting line, lifting surface, and panel methods,
normally do not account for viscous effects on the body. If viscous effects are to be modeled,
they must be cleverly inserted and the viscous solution must be solved at the same time as the
inviscid solution, and the influence of the two compared and iterated until convergence is
obtained. This type of numerical scheme is called a direct inviscid/viscous solver. As can be
imagined, these types of numerical schemes can be tricky to implement, but they offer quick
computational times and the ability to at least get some solution for flows at all Re. If one were
to desire the "correct" solution for all flow regimes and body geometries, regardless of
computational cost, the answer would be given by the governing mass and energy principles of
the Navier-Stokes equations. To solve these equations, the fluid itself must be discretized into
small enough elements to accurately resolve the minute fluid motions within the viscous
boundary layer. This thin boundary layer is where most of the energy transfer takes place, and
therefore cannot be neglected on a body operating at a moderate Re (1 < Re < lxl09), or where
viscous drag is a concern. At low Re, Stokes solvers have had good results, and at very high
Re, the inviscid methods described above have demonstrated the ability to accurately resolve
the pressure distribution. Due to the physical complexity of turbulent flows, however, even a
state-of-the-art supercomputer, does not have the memory allocation nor the speed to solve the
unsteady, three-dimensional partial differential Navier-Stokes equations over realistic body
geometries. A closure condition is always needed to complete a well-posed boundary value
problem, and this is usually in the form of a Kutta condition for the inviscid solution
techniques, or a turbulence model for a viscous solver3 .
1M. Drela, XFOIL: An Analysis and Design System for Low Reynolds Number Airfoils, Preliminary
Proceedings of the Conference on Low Reynolds Number Aerodynamics, Notre Dame, IN, June 1989.
2j. Kerwin, 13.04 Lecture Notes, Hydrofoils and Propellers, MIT Graphic Arts Copy Center, February 1990.
3 W. Rodi, Examples of Turbulence Models for Incompressible Flows, AIAA Journal, Vol. 20, No. 7, July
1982.
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For this project, hydrofoil data is being sought for reduced frequencies as high as k = C0c/Uoo
= 10. Any changes to the classical inviscid theories must consider the proper treatment of the
Kutta condition in this reduced frequency regime. At low frequencies, it has been shown
accurate to assume that the unsteady loading vanishes as the trailing edge vanishes, but at
higher k, this has not been investigated thoroughly.
1.3 Research History
Fluid mechanics experiments have always been essential, not only to check the results of an
analytical study, but also to help generate the physical insight needed to generate these essential
closure conditions in modern computational codes. Several types of experiments have been
performed to provide good data for comparison to unsteady viscous computational codes, the
most common of which is the well known steady two-dimensional wind tunnel tests compiled
in Abbott and von Doenhoff4 . Other investigators have probed the unsteady problem.
Unsteady aerodynamic theory was developed in 1935 by Theodorsen. He determined that the
unsteady lift and moment on a pitching and heaving airfoil could be expressed as functions of
the respective quasi-steady lift and moment, and the complex function C(k), known today as
the Theodorsen function 5 . These relations are shown as:
CL= l [ti+U.._a]+2.C(k)[i+U.a+l(i--a)c] (1.3.1)2 U 2 2 1U. 22
and,
CM 2 a - U 2{- a) a' {-~ (8 + a2) cc]2M U. iiUg, ~(1.3.2)
+ (a + 1) C(k) [h + U. a +( -a) &]U. 
where,
C(k) = H 2 (k(1.3.3)
H(2)(k) + i H2)(k)
and,
H(2)(k) J(k)-i()) (1.3.4)
4I. Abbott and A. von Doenhoff, Theory of Wing Sections, Dover Publications, New York, 1959.
5 R. Bisplinghoff, H. Ashley, and R. Halfman, Aeroelasticity. Addison-Wesley, Reading MA, 1955.
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Sears solved the similar problem of a stationary airfoil experiencing a sinusoidally varying
transverse gust. It was found that the unsteady lift was equal to the steady lift at the effective
gust angle of attack, multiplied 'by the complex Sears function, S(k). The Sears and
Theodorsen functions are very similar at low reduced frequencies (k < 0.3), but differ greatly
after k > 0.6. Sears6 solved the problem of an unsteady gust convecting at the freestream
velocity to encounter the leading edge of a two-dimensional foil. He found the unsteady lift
coefficient to be:
CL = 2 aOto [Real{S(k) cos(wt) + Imag{ S(K)} sin(cot)] (1.3.5)
where,
aO - (1.3.6)
U0 0
and,
2S(k) = ,..
HSk (k) + i H5(k) c(1.3.7(2)(k) + i H(2)(k
This is similar to the flow that.a propeller blade would see when passing through the slower
moving wake of a ship at the top of its rotational path.
Unsteady "gusts" can be created in a test facility in many ways. Holmes7 used a wind tunnel
that had the floor and ceiling made of flexible material, which when driven by a network of
cams and constrained by springs, could produce a sinusoidal gust in the transverse,
streamwise, or oblique directions. This scheme is shown in Figure 1.3.1. Due to the
complexity of the apparatus, the wavelength of Holmes' gust was fixed and the wave traveled
at some velocity uprop down the length of the tunnel. Using this apparatus, gusts were created
with velocities of:
V = u i + vosint-x j (1.3.8)
and,
V=[u+usin (t- ,xOP)] +vj (1.3.9)
6 W. Sears, Rotating Stall in Axial Flow Compressors, ZAMP 35, 6, 1955.
7 D. Holmes, Experimental Pressure Distributions on Airfoils in Transverse and Streamwise Gusts, University
of Cambridge Department of Engineering, 1970.
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for a longitudinal gust (1.3.8), and for a transverse gust (1.3.9). By superposing the two, an
oblique gust can also be created. This apparatus was excellent for creating a type of disturbance
analyzed by Kemp8 , but when a convecting Sears type of disturbance was desired to be
convected at the freestream velocity, the amplitude of the disturbance tended toward zero.
Holmes used this tunnel to measure the unsteady lift on a NACA 0012 airfoil at angles of attack
between 0 and 10 degrees in reduced frequencies of up to k = 0.2.
THE WIND TUNNEL
WIND TUNNEL SET TO PRODUCE A TRANSVERSE GUST
Figure 1.3.1: University of Cambridge "Gust" Wind Tunnel
Eight pressure taps were located on each surface of the 10 inch foil and tubing was used to
send the pressure out the wall of the tunnel to pressure transducers. Connecting tubing
produced a negligible attenuation of the signal, of order 3% in the worst case, and a small lag
in the phase. The phase lag in the signal was found to be a maximum of 14 degrees, and
through calibration was reduced to 2 degrees. The tunnel test section dimensions were 9 feet
long x 18 inches wide x 27 inches high. Holmes chose the airfoil size so that tunnel
interference effects could be kept to a minimum while still allowing ample room for
8 N. Kemp, On the Lift and Circulation of Airfoils in Some Unsteady Flow Problems, Journal of Aeronautical
Sciences, No. 19, p. 713, 1952.
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measurement device installment. Tunnel correction, were not made because there was no
indication that any steady corrections would be sufficient for the unsteady case. Holmes found
that the lift fluctuation in transverse gust flow is largely sinusoidal in form, but that is not true
of the pressure fluctuations over t . , ord length. Near the trailing edge, he observed some
separation, even when the foil was at a = 0 degrees. Increasing the frequency did not inhibit or
delay this effect. In fact, Holmes thought the separation may have increased with increasing
reduced frequency. Thus, Holmes concluded that the sinusoidal fluctuating lift agreed well
with the theories of Kemp and Holmes which are based on the original Sears theory. The
chordwise pressure distribution, however, did experience unpredicted phasing differences.
In subsequent experiments using this same apparatus, Holmes9 looked closely at the moving
tunnel walls and found no evidence of separation due to the difference in mean freestream
velocity (maximum of 54 ft/s) and wave convention velocity (maximum of 12 ft/s). For
transverse gusts, the experiment showed that the magnitude of the pressure fluctuations varied
smoothly across the chord. At the lower frequencies, the phase distribution corresponds
slightly with the theory using a wake propagation of one half the freestream velocity. At the
higher frequencies, however, this theory proved very inaccurate. Holmes concluded that the
behavior of the wake can have significant influence on the phasing of the pressure distribution,
while still having small effects of the pressure fluctuation magnitude and the lift response.
Trailing edge separation, and other viscous effects contributed to the higher than expected
pressure fluctuations at the leading edge and the lower than expected fluctuations at the trailing
edge.
Horlock1 0 found that while using the same gust tunnel as in Holmes' work, the streamwise
pressure gradient on the tunnel centerline was zero, as was found in the classical Sears type of
gust before being disturbed by the airfoil. Thus, he argued that the boundary layer growing on
an airfoil placed on the centerline is not affected by any pressure gradient due to the basic
unsteady tunnel flow. The unsteady velocities in their gust tunnel were predicted and found to
be close to the observed results. Apparently, this tunnel has been very useful for testing thin
airfoil theory applied to unsteady flow at low frequency parameters, but it cannot truly simulate
the flow in a compressor or other rotor-stator combination in which gusts are convected at the
freestream velocity.
9 D. Holmes, Lift and Measurements on an Aerofoil in Unsteady Flow, ASME paper 73-GT41.
10J. Horlock, An Unsteady Flow Wind Tunnel, Aeronautical Quarterly, May 1974.
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LeMay, Batill, and Nelson11 examined leading edge vortex dynamics on a pitching delta wing
in the University of Notre Dame Aerospace Laboratory low turbulence, subsonic wind tunnel.
Their Apparatus is shown in Figure 1.3.2. A 70-degree pitch, flat plate wing was sinusoidally
pitched about its half chord at reduced frequencies of k = 0.025 to 0.15 and at root chord Re of
9 x 104 to 3.5 x 105. The unsteady pitching mechanism was powered by a 1 horsepower DC
electric motor with a Dayton SCR controller to control the motor direction and output rpm. Due
to the large angles of attack investigated (0 to 45 degrees), massive separation and vortex
interaction were present. Most of their measurements were taken using image photography
with TiC4 as a flow visualization aid. When the wing was pitched, a hysteresis was observed
at the vortex breakdown location 12 . This hysteresis generally increased with reduced
frequency. At angles of attack of less than 15 degrees, however, the hysteresis was not a
function of reduced frequency. It was found that in the upper angles of attack, a near linear
relationship existed between the phase lag and the reduced frequency. With xc varying between
29 and 39 degrees at an Re of 260,000, the maximum phase lag was 22 degrees at the
maximum reduced frequency of k = 0.30. LeMay comments that other investigators have
found phase lags of up to 60 degrees at reduced frequencies of k = 3.4 with similar Re and
angle of attack values.
Commerford and Carta13 used a circular cylinder to produce periodic naturally shedding
vortices at reduced frequencies of k = 3.9. Unsteady pressure measurements were made on an
instrumented airfoil mounted downstream and above the turbulent wake of the cylinder. These
unsteady pressures were found to be in good agreement with compressible theories and
showed a chordwise variation in the pressure phase angle which is not predicted by the
incompressible analysis of Sears. Large reductions in the unsteady lift and phase angle were
also observed for large angles of attack. They remark that Sears theory has two surprising
results: 1.) that the unsteady lift always acts at x/c = 0.25 as in the steady, flat plate case, and
2.) that the chordwise Cp distribution does not show any phase angle variation. Thus, no
pressure wave propagation down the length of the airfoil is predicted. At k = 3.9, Commerford
and Carta's data showed a higher unsteady lift than was given by incompressible theory. A
chordwise phase variation exists which is also not predicted, but the individual pressure
11S. LeMay, S. Batill, and R. Nelson, Vortex Dynamics on a Pitching Delta Wing, Journal of Aircraft, Vol.
27, No. 2, February 1990.
12S. LeMay, S. Batill, and R. Nelson, Leading Edge Vortex Dynamics on a Pitching Delta Wing, AIAA Paper
88-2559-CP, 1990.
1 3G. Commerford and F Carta, Unsteady Aerodynamic Response of a Two-Dimensional Airfoil at High
Reduced Frequency, AIAA Journal, Vol. 12, No. 1, January 1974.
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distributions at each angle of attack all approached zero at e trailing edge, indicating that the
Kutta condition was satisfied at this relatively high reduced frequency.
Dea Wlng Modes
Sting
Gear
I hp 90V
DC motor
Suppot Sructure
Figure 1.3.2: Notre Dame Oscillating Foil Apparatus
Lorber and Covert14 examined the unsteady pressures induced on a two-dimensional airfoil by
a rotating elliptical cylinder behind and beneath the airfoil trailing edge. The experiment was
conducted in the MIT Wright Brothers elliptical wind tunnel at low Mach number and with
reduced frequencies of up to k = 6.4. Mean pressures, phases, and amplitudes of the
fundamental harmonic were measured and compared to thin airfoil theory. The mean difference
pressures compared well with predictions, and the pressure difference approached zero near the
trailing edge. Qualitative agreement between the data and theory in the phase of the pressure
fluctuation was found, except near the trailing edge where a phase difference was found. The
pressures were measured by 35 pressure taps with tubing leading away from the foil to
14p. Lorber and E. Covert, Unsteady Airfoil Pressures Produced by Periodic Aerodynamic Interferences, AIAA
Journal, September 1982.
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pressure transducers. The tubing had individualized yarn inserts to avoid resonances in the
frequency band of interest. The maximum phase lag in the induced velocity was found at the
trailing edge, where a lag of 25 to 30 degrees was seen at the higher reduced frequencies. This
phase lag decreased by 15 to 20 degrees when the hot wire anemometer was moved forward of
x/c = 70%. Thus, in the trailing edge region the measured phase differed considerably from the
predictions. The predicted phase approached a lead of 90 degrees in advance of the upwash
velocity in contrast to the negligible phase lag actually measured near the trailing edge.
Phillips, Vaczy, and Covert15 modeled the pressure disturbance as a single or a combination of
convected single point vortices. They found that for low reduced frequencies, k < 3, a model
based on one vortex matched the data reasonably well. At reduced frequencies above three, the
single vortex model had to be extended to include several vortices and allow for vortex
merging. The apparatus used for this study is the same as was used for the 1982 Covert paper,
and is shown in Figure 1.3.3.
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Figure 1.3.3: Unsteady Apparatus in MIT Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel
15 J. Phillips, C. Vaczy, and E. Covert, Deep Stall of a NACA 0012 Airfoil Induced By Perodic Aerodynamic
Interference, Reprinted from FED - Vol. 92, International Symposium on Nonsteady Fluid Dynamics, 1990.
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Short, false tunnel walls were fitted which diverged in the streamwise direction to reduce the
development and effects of the wall boundary layers. It was found that below stall, the
principle of linear superposition of the unsteady flow onto the basic flow seemed to be an
accurate approximation. In deep stall, however, the pressure distribution seemed to be
independent of Re, excitation level and the angle of attack, and dependant mostly on the
reduced frequency, This deep stall flow seemed to be dominated by the shed vorticity that
rolled up and was convected downstream from the approximate steady separation line.
Poling and Telionis 16 used a pitching NACA 0012 foil placed upstream of an identical section
to produce gusts at a reduced frequency of k = 3.9 with a Reynolds number of 20,000. Both
sections had a chord length of four inches and were mounted in the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute water tunnel. They used a laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) system to measure the
velocities around both the steady as well as the pitching foil, and supplemented these
measurements with vorticity tracking and flow visualization. They determined that the classical
unsteady inviscid theories can only bz applied with great reliability to airfoil sections with
cusped trailing edges. For the NACA 0012 section tested, the classical Kutta condition was
never satisfied above a reduced frequency of 2. Since they make no attempt to redefine a new
unsteady Kutta condition, it is clear that a more ambitious experiment must be undertaken at
even higher reduced frequencies.
1.4 Experimental Concept
This project will use the MIT Ocean Engineering MHL VPWT facility and small, specially
designed oscillating foils, or "flappers," placed upstream and off center of a large fixed
hydrofoil to create convecting transverse, streamnwise, or oblique gusts on the foil17 . Laser
Doppler velocimeter (LDV) measurements will be synchronized with the flappers and the
steady and unsteady boundary layer velocities will be taken at stations along the chord and into
the wake, with concentration near the trailing edge. Pressure transducers have been fitted on
the fixed foil to give the instantaneous total forces, as well as the local pressures. A schematic
of this apparatus is shown in Figure 1.4. 1. This type of system was chosen to enable complete
freedom of gust type, frequency, and amplitude while still keeping the large foil fixed for ease
16D. Poling and D. Telionis, The Response of Airfoils to Periodic Disturbances - The Unsteady Kutta
Condition, AIAA Journal, Vol. 2, No. 2, February 1986.
17 j. Rice, The Flapping Foil Experniment: Interim Progress Report, November 1990.
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of measurement18 . This technique for producing convecting gusts has several major benefits
over the previously mentioned experiments. By creating the unsteadiness with something other
than the main foil itself, the power requirements can be significantly reduced, as will be
discussed later, and the large foil can be committed solely towards the purpose of accurate
velocity and pressure measurements. This flapper idea allows for complete flexibility in the
amplitude, frequency, and hence wavelength of the gust produced, as well as the type of gust
produced, simply by having one of the two flappers lead or lag the phase of the other one. This
bridges all of the drawbacks of the Covert and Holmes apparatuses. The apparatus used by
Commerford and Carta had the great benefit of naturally produced disturbances by the Karman
vortex street produced by a cylinder, but that frequency and amplitude were entirely dependant
upon the Strouhal number, and thus the cylinder diameter and freestream velocity. We are
confident that this type of gust producing apparatus is the best suited for our unsteady tests yet
to come.
WATER TUNNEL TEST SECTION
U
SMALL, OSCILLATINGE, STATIONARY
FOL(S) FOIL
_ :g~~~~~~~~~~~N'EEEE
Figure 1.4.1: MIT MHL Unsteady Testing Apparatus
Figure 1.4.2 shows the foil coordinate system used for the remainder of the discussion.
18j. Kerwin and D. Keenan, Progress Report: Unsteady Foil Experiment, November 1990.
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Figure 1.4.2: Foil Coordinate System
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CHAPTER 2
THEORY
2.1 Background
The motions of an incompressible viscous fluid are governed by the conservation of mass and
momentum principles as shown by the continuity (2.1.1), and Navier-Stokes equations
(2.1.2), shown here in vector form as
V-V =0 (2.1.1)
and,
aV +(V. V)V=- Vp+vVV+ F (2.1.2)
at + P P.
In cartesian coordinates, the equations of motions in their full detail become (2.1.3) and (2.1.4
a - c). Here, the F vector represents a body force such as a gravitational or magnetic field.
au av aw
~ax a~ +~ a = O~ (2.1.3)
u ;u au )A u ._ _
au+ual+vaU +waU =-Lap +VV2u+  IFx (2.1.4 a)
at ax ay az p ax p
av+ a+ v av av . I2P 1
V V+IFY ~(2.1.4 b)
P
w aw aw aw 1 ap 2a + SUaW + V W + W I a  + V2W + 1 Fz (2.1.4 c)
at ax ay az paz Pc)
As the fluid encounters an airfoil surface, an inner solution, or boundary layer, develops in
which the fluid closest to the surface has the least velocity and the fluid in the exterior layers
moves with a velocity approaching that of the local freestream or "edge" velocity. In this
region, the viscous term becomes dominant. If the system is further reduced to a two-
dimensional local space, the z-component and partial derivatives vanish. After some brief
manipulation, the unsteady, incompressible, two-dimensional boundary layer equations emerge
as (2.1.5) and (2.1.6).
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au av
D ay
au au au -ap a2u
at +ux- ay - ayat ax  ~p ax 2
(2.1.5)
(2.1.6)
If we transform the global coordinate system to a local orthogonal coordinate system, with one
component in the streamwise direction, and the other component in the direction normal to the
foil surface, as shown in Figure 2.1.1, these boundary layer equations will still hold.
Figure 2.1.1: Local Boundary Layer Coordinates
Accompanying these boundary layer equations are three underlying assumptions based on
experimental observations: 1.) the local velocity accelerates with a much greater magnitude
when travelling in the transverse direction than it does in the streamwise direction (2.1.7), 2.)
the local velocity normal to the body surface is negligible compared to the streamwise
component (2.1.8), 2.) the local pressure is constant across the boundary layer (2.1.9).
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2 u 2u
a2u a2U (2.1.7)
x2 i~2ax ay
-- 0 '(2.1.8)
ay
P =0 (2.1.9)
ay
In order for these three assumptions to be valid, the boundary layer must be "reasonably" thin
which requires the Reynolds number to be much larger than one (Re < 1 being loosely
regarded as Stokes flow). These assumptions, along with the artificially forced Kutta
condition, are the main ingredients that allow inviscid airfoil analysis to succeed in simulating
attached flows with good accuracy. In laminar and turbulent flows, the boundary layer
thickness for a flat plat is proportional to the inverse of the streamwise Reynolds number to
some fractional power. Thus, with a typical chord Reynolds number of say 107, a typical
hydrofoil section will have a relatively thin boundary layer and thus will perform very much
like it is experiencing inviscid flow. When this boundary layer growth is relatively large,
however, due to adverse pressure gradients, separation, or more moderate Reynolds numbers,
the two inviscid assumptions no longer hold, and viscous analysis methods must be used to
obtain reasonable results.
The boundary layer thickness 8 can be described as the distance away from the surface at
which the local velocity equals the local freestream velocity. This definition, however, is
somewhat vague and the boundary layer characteristics can be more clearly defined as the
displacement thickness (2.1.10), the momentum thickness (2.1.11), and the shape parameter
(2.1.12).
= (1 t) dy (2.1.10)
8 ~~~~~~~~~~~(2.1.11)
Ue"
tie- u-(1 -ueldy (2.1.11)
H = 8 (2.1.12)
0
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Also of great interest to both the analyst and the designer are the shear stress at the wall
(2.1.13), and the skin frictional coefficient (2.1.14). When the normal pressures and shear
stresses are integrated over the entire surface of a body, they produce the net lift and dragof the
body. Thus, if an experiment could accurately measure steady as well as unsteady pressures
and wall shears, it would be of great interest to the fluid mechanics world.
TW= au (2.1.13)
Cf= Tw (2.1.14)
p U
2
2.2 Essential Assumptions
Based on the simplification of the equations of motion to the boundary layer equations, there
are several assumptions that have been made to aid in the accomplishment of this unsteady
boundary layer experiment. From (2.1.5) and (2.1.6), the boundary layer growth over the
length of an airfoil is attributable to several influences, such as:
1.) the background turbulence level in the fluid flow (Tu au/at),
2.) the characteristic Reynolds number of the fluid flow (Re - lv),
3.) the surface condition of the body,
and 4.) the local pressure gradient of the fluid flow (ap/ax).
Thus, if two different bodies experience the same background turbulence level, have the same
Reynolds numbers based on similar body dimensions, the same surface conditions, and are
shaped in such a way in their environment that each of their pressure distributions varies
equally with streamwise movement, then their respective boundary layers will show equal
growth history. This is an important assumption that has been used to adapt an unbounded
hydrofoil shape to a bounded environment for the purposes of our experiment.
From the results of the experiments conducted in the University of Cambridge "gust" tunnel,
and the MIT Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel, it appears that the phasing of the unsteady
pressures disturbances over a two dimensional airfoil must be addressed at the higher reduced
frequencies. Classical theories predict a 90 degree phase lag as the trailing-edge is approached,
while experimental data does not support this claim. A revised theory might lead to the
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incorporation of a vanishing pressure disturbance phase lag and a vanishing pressure difference
at the trailing edge. These proposals would suggest that as the reduced frequency is increased
to higher values (k - 0(10)), the pressures reach a quasi-steady state. This effect could be due
to the dominant balance moving from the unsteady viscous effects to the inertial effects. This
reasoning would agree with the Lorber and Covert findings, and would explain some of the
mysteries associated with Holmes' data. Unfortunately, due to the length of this project, these
unsteady theories will not be investigated or tested until the next phase of the experiment.
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CHAPTER 3
CALCULATION OF THE UNSTEADY PRESSURES
3.1 Development of the Unsteady FLAPPR Code
In order to begin planning on and estimating forces for the unsteady apparatus of this project, it
was first necessary to make a numerical estimation of the flow field induced by a number of
oscillating foils in a finitely bounded water tunnel test section. The Fortran code FLAPPR was
developed by the author to accomplish this task. A program listing of this code can be found in
Appendix D. FLAPPR is able to calculate the induced velocities downstream of any number of
oscillating foils located at the same axial position, and each with arbitrary transverse position,
frequency, phase and maximum circulation. This is accomplished using a linearized, two-
dimensional approach to model the discrete vortex elements which are allowed to convect
downstream in a linear fashion at the freestream velocity. The method of images is used to
simulate the two-dimensional tunnel walls. The code can calculate streamwise and transverse
velocities in a longitudinal cut along, or a transverse cut across the tunnel domain; or give a
velocity history at a fixed point. This velocity history feature proved very useful in determining
the optimum position of the final flapper design. The code was shown to match known
analytical results and to match various simple hand calculated examples. The discretization
convergence was shown to be good, with the final runs being done with 100 longitudinal
discretizations of the trailing vortex system. The convergence to zero normal velocity at the
tunnel walls was also good and was accomplished sufficiently with 10 image sheets on each
side of the tunnel for each flapper. A schematic of the modeling of one representative flapper
and its image vortex system is shown in Figure 3.1.1. The vorticity shed into the wake of this
flapper is
'Ys(Xt)= - L [JTt v.2 ] (3.1.1)
After making the appropriate substitutions, this becomes
ys(x,t)= U a t =- U -cos (CO (t - )) (3.1.2)U. &~~~U0
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with the non-dimensional circulation taken as
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Figure 3.1.1: FLAPPR Vortex Modelling Scheme
Using a simple two-dimensional discrete vortex element, the axial and vertical elemental
velocities at a spatial and temporal coordinate can be found to be
u = -V s sin = Ys(X,t) sin 
=Vecose = 2 7r Cos 0
(3.1.4)
(3.1.5)
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The combined influence of all discrete vortex elements is then found by linear summation to
obtain the resulting velocity at the desired spatial and temporal point.
The FLAPPR code was used to create a gust that possessed a steady streamwise component,
and a sinusoidally oscillating transverse component. This purely transverse, "Sears," type of
gust was created by simulating two flappers linked in phase and oscillating at a reduced
frequency of k = 10. The maximum gust amplitude at the point of the hydrofoil leading edge
was determined and was used as an input to the unsteady panel code for the analysis of the
hydrofoil response. The input non-dimensional circulation was varied several times until the
resulting pressure disturbance as predicted by the unsteady code was considered to be easily
measurable by sensitive pressure transducers. The final FLAPPR run used two flappers, each
spaced halfway between the tunnel centerline and the adjacent walls, with Go = 0.100, and f =
63.66 hz with a freestream velocity of 30 ft/s. The FLAPPR output gave a maximum vertical
velocity of 1.81 ft/s with zero images, and 1.29 f/s with 10 images, with corresponding gust
amplitudes of %o = 0.060, and o = 0.042 respectively. These amplitudes were then used for
input in the unsteady hydrofoil analysis code. To be purely consistent with the unsteady
analysis code, however, only the case without wall images was used.
3.2 Use of the Unsteady US2DL Code
The unsteady code used to analyze the hydrofoil response to incoming gust loading is named
US2DL. It uses classical two-dimensional unsteady linearized methods combined with a panel
method to solve for the resulting pressure distributions around the hydrofoil surface19. Due to
the inability of the code to model tunnel walls, the gust amplitude obtained from FLAPPR for
the unbounded (zero images) case was used as input to the US2DL code. Although the code is
fairly robust, when given our unbounded foil geometry, it had apparent difficulty handling the
bevel near the trailing edge. Thus, a NACA 66 foil shape with the same maximum thickness
(11.58%) and camber (3.36%) was used to estimate the unsteady pressures at a = 0.8 degrees
with a gust amplitude of 0.060. The comparison of these two foil shapes is shown in Figure
2.2.1. The output of the US2DL run showed significant fluctuation of the Cp curves with this
relatively small 0.060 gust amplitude. This is shown most noticeably by Figure 3.2.2, which
contains the two most extreme pressure curves for time steps 2 and 110. From this plot, it was
found that the maximum expected pressure with U, = 30 ft/s in fresh water is 16.0 psia, while
19C. Hsin, Development and Analysis of Panel Methods for Propellers in Unsteady Flow, Ph.D. Thesis,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Department of Ocean Engineering, September 1990.
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the minimum is 6.30 psia. The maximum change in pressure at any one x/c location is expected
tc 1e approximately 1.21 psia, which will be quite measurable by accurate pressure gauges.
0.20
0.10
y/c 0.00
.0.10
-0.20
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60
X/C
0.80 1.00
Figure 3.2.1: Comparison Between NACA 66 and U1 Foil Shapes
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Figure 3.2.2: Unsteady Pressure Distribution Over the NACA 66 Foil
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3.3 Unsteady. Power Estimates
Several power estimates have been made to assess the feasibility of the unsteady portion of the
experiment Two calculation methods were devised which break the instantaneous power into
two major parts: 1.) the component due to inertial moments from the rotating structure, and 2.)
the component due to the hydrodynamic moments from the displaced fluid. The first calculation
method used added mass concepts to estimate the hydrodynamic moments, while the second
method used the Theodorsen Function. Two simple codes were developed, named POWER1
and POWER2, using these two approximation schemes. The two methods agreed fairly closely
for an oscillating mechanism with the following parameters:
Flapping foils
Freestream Velocity
Fluid Density
Tunnel half-height
Flapper chord length
Flapper section shape
Flapper density
Hinge point
Frequency
Maximum deflection
2
UO = 30 ft/s
Pflu = 62.4 lb/ft3
h = 0.83333 ft
1 = 0.25 ft
NACA 0012 (assumed)
Psol = 483.8 lb/ft3 (stainless)
50% of chord
f = 63.66 hz
[ = +6 degrees
The predicted power for this design case was estimated to be between 0.9 and 1.3 horsepower.
This arrangement proved most effective and kept the required power below the desired 2
horsepower, which is the rating of a motor already available to the MIT MHL. It should be
noted that using aluminum flappers would offer moderate power reduction, while the reduction
of either frequency, chord length, or deflection angle would offer quadratic power savings.
Thus, the unsteady portion of the experiment appears feasible. The program listings for the
power estimation schemes are contained in Appendix E.
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CHAPTER 4
ALTERATION OF THE HYDROFOIL SHAPE
4.1 Description of the Unbounded Foil Shape
The geometry of the unbounded test hydrofoil shape was determined by consultation with
David Taylor Research Center (DTRC) Code 1544. The section is moderately thick, with the
thickness carried fairly far aft to reflect current marine propeller design practice. The foil is
formed from an NACA 16 thickness form with to/c = 11.56%, and an NACA a = 0.8 mean
camber line with foc = 3.36%. A standard anti-singing trailing edge bevel was incorporated for
testing purposes. The unbounded section shape is shown in Figure 4.1.1 with the original
blunt trailing edge (U2), and the modified anti-singing trailing edge (U1). Figure 4.1.2 shows
a larger view of the trailing edge modification.
4
3
2
1Yo(inches) 
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Figure 4.1.1: The Unbounded Foil Geometry
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Figure 4.1.2: Enlarged View of the Blunt and Anti-Singing Trailing Edges
4.2 Analysis of the Unbounded Foil Shape Using the XFOIL Code
The steady fluid flow characteristics of the U1 section were determined using a subsonic
design and analysis code named XFOIL20 , which was developed by Professor M. Drela of the
MIT Department of Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering. The XFOIL code uses an
20 M. Drela, XFOIL: An Analysis and Design System for Low Reynolds Number Airfoils, Preliminary
proceedings of the conference on Low Reynolds Number Aerodynamics, Nore Dame, IN, June 1989.
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inviscid, linear vorticity panel method with constant source panel distributions superimposed
on the airfoil and wake which permit modelling of the influence of the boundary layer on the
potential flow. A two equation lagged dissipation integral method is used to represent the
viscous layers. Transition from laminar to turbulent flow regimes is predicted using an en linear
amplification formulation, and the boundary layer transition equations are solved
simultaneously with the inviscid flow field using a global Newton method. Closure is achieved
using an explicit Kutta condition at the trailing edge such that the two adjacent vorticity
elements exactly cancel (1 + yN = 0). Finite trailing edge thickness is modelled using a single
source panel. Since the inviscid and viscous solutions are solved simultaneously, this "strongly
coupled" procedure requires little execution time, and is quite robust and accurate for analyzing
problems with attached flow and small separation zones. XFOIL's output includes pressure
coefficient, skin frictional coefficient, boundary layer displacement and momentum
distributions over the chord length, as well as the expected lift and drag coefficients.
The unbounded foil shape was analyzed at an angle of attack, a = 0.80 degrees, which
corresponds to its ideal angle of attack for the NACA a = 0.8 mean line, and an Re = 4.181 x
106, which is the maximum Reynolds number achievable in the MHL VPWT for an eighteen
inch chord hydrofoil. To simulate the ambient turbulence level of the water tunnel
(approximately 1%), the amplification factor was reset from its default value of 9.0 (for 0.09%
turbulence) to n = 2.623. This analysis gave the pressure distribution shown in Figure 4.2.1,
where the solid pressure curve is the actual viscous solution, and the dotted line represents the
inviscid solution. It can be seen that the viscous effects are considerable, and are mainly due to
the high turbulence level in the simulated tunnel, and the trailing edge bevel geometry. Figure
4.2.2 shows a plot of the skin frictional coefficient from the same run. It should be noted that
since the Cf curve does dip below zero on the foil suction surface, the foil does exhibit some
tendency to separate. This is also indicated by the increase in the boundary layer displacement
thickness just above the trailing edge in Figure 4.2.1. Particular attention was paid to the
unbounded pressure distribution curve, because it was desired that the bounded boundary layer
characteristics closely match those of the unbounded propeller section, thus negating the effects
of tunnel blockage. Therefore, a systematic procedure was used to alter the unbounded foil
shape so that the bounded shape would have an identical pressure distribution. This type of
correction apparently was not used by Lee and Huang21 in their investigation of a very similar
2 1 y. Lee and T. Huang, Hydrodynamics of Thick Trailing-Edge Hydrofoils, Proceedings of the Second
International Symposium on Performance Enhancement for Marine Applications, Newport, RI, October 1990.
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hydrofoil at DTRC. Their results showed a very high leading edge suction peak in the Cp vs.
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Figure 4.2.1: Pressure Distribution of the Unbounded Foil as Determined by XFOIL
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Figure 4.2.2: Skin Friction Distribution of the Unbounded Foil as Determined by XFOIL
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x/c curves, which indicates that the foil was not operating at aideal. From their study, neither
the thickness nor the camber distribution was changed when the foil was taken from the
unbounded computation to the bounded wind tunnel, and pressure correlation was achieved by
simply changing the computed angle of attack. In this investigation, however, both the
thickness and the camber distributions have been altered to facilitate accurate correlation
between the computed and the experimental viscous solutions of the flow over this propeller
section.
4.3 Development of the ADJUST Code
A simple computer code named ADJUST was developed to aid in the geometric manipulation
of the unbounded hydrofoil section. ADJUST reads a formatted data file and calculates the
section chord, maximum thickness, maximum camber, and the initial angle of attack. It then
prompts the user for any alterations to that shape. If alterations are made, the foil characteristics
are recalculated and the offsets are sent to a user specified file. In this way, the user can quickly
make several different section candidates for analysis purposes. A program listing of the
ADJUST code in its final form can be found in Appendix F. Unfortunately, the XFOIL code
does not have the capability to model the walls of a two-dimensional channel, and thus other
means were sought to compare the pressure distribution of the bounded foil shape to that of the
unbounded section. Using the assumptions mentioned in Chapter 2, if the pressure
distributions for the two sections are matched, then the boundary layer behaviors should be
identical. It was also mentioned that inviscid analysis techniques use the approximation that the
pressure is constant across the width of the boundary layer. Therefore, the use of an inviscid
analysis method to match the bounded and the unbounded pressure curves should be an
accurate approximation.
4.4 Validation of the PANEL Code
The PANEL code was used for the purpose of calculating the pressure distributions of the
bounded and the unbounded foil shapes. PANEL is a two-dimensional inviscid design and
analysis panel code which has the capability to model the walls of a channel using the method
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of images22. Due to the fact that relatively little documentation was available for this code, it
was considered wise to validate the code against some known results. A NACA 0012 section
was chosen as the test specimen, and CL vs. a curves were generated using PANEL. These
were compared to those generated by XFOIL in the viscous and the inviscid modes and to the
findings of Abbott and von Doenhoff23 at a similar Reynolds number. As can be seen in Figure
4.4.1, the PANEL code performed very well up to an angle of attack of approximately ten
degrees, after which the viscous effects of separation understandably were not correctly
modelled. It compares well to the inviscid XFOIL solution and also to the experimental data
published by Abbott and von Doenhoff. While doing this quick validation study, it was noticed
that the XFOIL viscous solution was remarkably close to that of the experimental results, even
after the separation point for this NACA 0012 section (approximately sixteen degrees). This
finding is certainly reassuring.
NACA 0012 Panel Validation
2.5
2.0
1.5
CL 1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
5.0 10.0 15.
Alpha (degrees)
0 20.0 25.0
Figure 4.4.1: Comparison of Various Methods of Analysis for a NACA 0012 Section
2 2N. Fine, personal communications, Fall 1990.
23I. Abbott and A. von Doenhoff, Theory of Wing Sections, Dover Publications, New York, 1959.
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4.5 Analysis of the Bounded and Unbounded Hydrofoil Shapes
When initially put into the "tunnel" created by PANEL's image sheets, the unbounded foil
shape experienced a significantly increased lift coefficient and a significantly reduced minimum
pressure when run at aideal = 0.80 degrees. Therefore, the bounded foil shape was
systematically modified using the ADJUST code to reduce the blockage effects and bring the
lift coefficient at aideal in the tunnel back down to the unbounded value. The results of this
geometry manipulation can be seen in the nearly identical Cp curves shown in Figure 4.5.1 for
the unbounded foil shape (U 1) and the final bounded foil shape (B 1). The final bounded foil
section has a maximum thickness of to/c = 8.84% and a maximum camber of foc = 2.576%.
The comparison of these two foil shapes is shown as a "before and after" plot in Figure 4.5.2.
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Figure 4.5.1: Pressure Curve Match for the U1 and B1 Section Shapes
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Figure 4.5.2: Adjustments made to the Unbounded Foil Shape (U1)
4.6 Fitting the Coarse Data File with a B-Spline Curve
In order to more accurately define the foil section shape in preparation for the manufacturing of
the test piece, the offsets were fitted with a Cubic B-Spline curve. This was accomplished
using the two programs BPROP and B4PANEL developed by Professor Justin Kerwin 24.
These two programs were developed for the Office of Naval Research (ONR) to allow the use
of B-Spline sections to define propeller blades. BPROP takes as input the sectional chord,
maximum thickness, maximum camber, leading edge radius and the trailing edge thickness. It
then spits out ten vertices that define the sectional shape. Since these inputs alone do not
uniquely define a section, the program uses constraints to produce a NACA 16 type of
thickness form with the maximum thickness approximately 45% aft of the nose. The file of
vertices is used as the input to the B4PANEL program, and after specifying the number of
panels desired, this second program gives the sectional offsets and local curvature, among
various other items of geometric interest. as the output. If the sectional shape produced is not
desirable, the thickness form and the mean camber line can be easily altered by the introduction
of additional vertices in strategic locations, or by the manual manipulation of the vertices
already in place, after which the B4PANEL program must be rerun to get the new offsets. This
is the process that was used to convert the generic section given by the BPROP program into
the data file sent to the hydrofoil manufacturer. A very accurate fit was obtained to the
24J. Kerwin, Test Programsfor B-Spline Generation of Propeller Sections, MIT Department of Ocean
Engineering, January 1991.
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ADJUSTed data file using seventeen vertices and 160 panels. Finally, the splined offsets were
ADJUSTed back to the original thickness and camber ratios and were used as input for a final
XFOIL run to check the consistency with the original unbounded, unsplined foil shape. A
complete list of the splined bounded foil offsets (B 1 SPLINE.DAT) and the splined unbounded
foil offsets (U1SPLINE.DAT) are provided in Appendix A.
It should be noted that the "1" in these data file names signifies the beveled anti-singing trailing
edge configuration. Since this was the trailing edge configuration with the most interest, this
candidate will be tested first and was the configuration used in all of the numerical
investigations discussed to this point. Trailing edge "2" is the original blunt trailing edge,
which will be investigated in this project if thne and financial resources allow. As will be seen
in the next chapter, describing the foil apparatus, an economical scheme has been devised for
the timely retrofit of the blunt trailing edge to the main section of the steady foil.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
5.1 The Marine Hydrodynamics Laboratory
The experimental portion of this research was conducted in the MIT Department of Ocean
Engineering Marine Hydrodynamics Laboratory (MHL) Variable Pressure Water Tunnel
(VPWT). The test foil uses twelve centerline pressure taps which lead to pressure transducers
which are mounted in probes and inserted into the foil body to measure the surface pressure
through the small pressure taps. The Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) was used to measure
two-dimensional velocities around the foil surface and into the wake. The use of alternative
pressure sensing devices and dynamic wall shear gauges was also considered.
5.2 The Water Tunnel
The MIT water tunnel was built in 1938, and it was extensively modified to its present
configuration in the late 1960's25 . The VPWT is a closed-loop tunnel filled with fresh water,
and driven by a single impeller connected to a 75 hp motor in the basement of MIT Building 3.
Variable pressure can be produced by a small vacuum pump for cavitation experiments and
other studies which require such conditions. The entire tunnel has a square profile that stands
two stories high. The test section is at the top of the loop, and is 53 inches long with a cross-
section of 20 inches square. The tunnel contains a honeycomb mesh to produce flow
uniformity in the 6 foot square area just upstream of the contraction section which leads into the
test section. The honeycomb and contraction reduce the turbulent perturbations to a magnitude
of approximately 1% of the freestream velocity. Three screens were originally fitted
downstream of the honeycomb structure, but extended wear caused them to rust through and
fail. It was found that the turbulent characteristics of the tunnel were not significantly affected
by the removal of these screens, so they were subsequently left out. Although this 1%
turbulence level is relatively high compared to other facilities, this tunnel is used mostly for the
analysis of hydrodynamic shapes in turbulent flow regimes and for propellers in the turbulent
2 5J. Kerwin, New Facilities for Research in Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering at MIT: Variable
Pressure Water Tunnel, Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers New England Section Meeting,
October 13, 1967.
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wake of a ship. Therefore, the need for laminar conditions in the tunnel is quite minimal. This
research will also be testing in the turbulent regime, by nature of the test section chord
Reynolds number (4.181 x 106), and the turbulent wake downstream of the two oscillating
foils. As was previously mentioned, the XFOIL analysis code was used to simulate the
turbulent perturbations of the actual tunnel for this foil shape. The tunnel test section has four
Plexiglass windows, one on each of the four sides, to allow for easy access to the experimental
test piece and for flow visualization and LDV measurement. These windows are each 44.34
inches long, 15.87 inches wide, and 2 inches thick. The window that the LDV beams pass
through is highly polished and is of fairly uniform thickness for the most accurate
measurements. The front (laser) and back windows have been drilled to accommodate the test
foil connections and the pressure measurement devices as will be discussed later in this
chapter.
5.3 The Hydrofoil Test Piece
A chord length of eighteen inches was chosen as the optimum size hydrofoil for the test
purposes. This length offered a high Reynolds number, and room for pressure sensing
devices. As was mentioned in Chapter 4, the unbounded hydrofoil shape was altered to
minimize the effects of the tunnel walls by reducing both the camber and the thickness. This
produced pressure curves for the unbounded and the bounded cases which matched very
closely. The foil offsets were then fitted with a cubic B-Spline to more accurately represent the
foil surface for the machining process. A great amount of effort was spent in ensuring that this
foil shape was correct, and that the foil internal channels were arranged to offer the most
accurate measurements, and the most flexible experimental test piece.
Measurement of the hydrofoil surface pressure was accomplished using twelve 0.031 inch
diameter pressure taps drilled normal to the foil centerline on the suction (upper) and the
pressure (lower) surfaces. These pressure taps were lead into 0.219 inch diameter pressure
probe holes, which were drilled from the right-hand side (back tunnel window) of the foil to the
foil centerline. The external flow around the foil produced a pressure at each measurement
location which was transmitted through the pressure tap, into the adjoining pressure probe
hole, and thus was measurable by the pressure probe. The water was kept from leaking out
into the MHL using large O-Ring seals on the ends of the foil and small O-Rings on the
pressure probe tubing. The entire foil apparatus is shown in Figure 5.3.1.
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ProPit, View
Figure 5.3.1: The Hydrofoil Test Piece (Beveled Trailing Edge)
Because of the interest in the unsteady Kutta condition at the trailing edge of this hydrofoil, and
because of our sponsors interest in testing both the beveled, anti-singing trailing edge and the
original, blunt trailing edge configurations, we decided early in the planning phase of this
project to use a detachable trailing edge configuration. This type of a design allows for the
quick and economical switch from one trailing edge configuration to the other and it also allows
for the accurate measurements of surface pressures close to the ailing edge tip. This was
accomplished by drilling two small diameter holes from the trailing edge connection seam aft to
the upper and lower pressure tap holes near the trailing edge tip, and similar small holes from
the trailing edge connection seam forward to the larger diameter pressure probe holes where the
pressure transducers measure the pressure. These holes were sealed using O-Rings when the
trailing edge was attached. The details of the trailing edge can be seen in Figure 5.3.2. The
trailing edge was kept in close alignment using four alignment pins and was held firmly in
place using four 8-32 UNF socket head attachment screws. After attachment, the securing
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screw holes were filled using a mixture of microballoons and waterproof epoxy, and given a
light sanding to produce a flush surface.
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Figure 5.3.2: Trailing Edge Details (Beveled Trailing Edge)
The hydrofoil was manufactured by B & B Machine and Engineering in Stoughton, MA out of
Aluminum. Brian Bosy used his numerically controlled cutting machine to shape the test
section, machine the O-Ring grooves and drill the various holes. It was found that the
agreement with the design drawings was excellent. The finish of the foil was accomplished by
a light hand sanding after which the foil and its parts were taken to Duralectra of Natick to be
given a hard, black anodizing coat.
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5.4 Pressure Sensors
Several schemes were examined to accurately measure the surface pressures on this hydrofoil.
First considered was the well tested concept of pressure taps and tubing embedded in the foil
body that lead out the tunnel test section to a remote bank of manometers or pressure
transducers. Although this measurement technique offers the safety and flexibility of having the
pressure measurement devices external to the test section, it has two major drawbacks: 1.) the
tubing and/or connections would be difficult to install in the foil body, and 2.) the methods
used to reduce the chances of resonance in the water cavity are not well documented nor proven
effective. Another pressure measurement technique considered was the mounting of miniature
pressure transducers on the centerline of the foil surface, and laying the transducer wires in
gutters machined into the foil surface leading out to the edge of the foil. Because the
transducers that were suitable for such a method were very thin, this would have allowed
measurements to be taken very close to the trailing edge of the foil without worrying about
severe structural and arrangement problems. It was determined from experiences with these
types of measurements at DTRC that surface mounted pressure transducers were highly
sensitive to errors caused by the heat transfer due to viscous dissipation in the boundary layer.
That, combined with our uneasiness about even thinking of epoxying something with
dimensions of 0.125 inches by 0.3 inches by 0.040 inches thick inside of a gutter without
letting the epoxy touch the sensitive pressure head, lead us to dismiss this alternative. Possibly
the most exciting and economical technique for measuring the surface pressures considered
was to use piezoelectric polymer film directly applied to the hydrofoil surface. A sheet of this
newly developed material can be made with a custom pressure sensing pattern for as little as the
price of two traditional transducers. This pattern can be made very fine, and the thin, flexible
nature of the film allows it to be placed virtually anywhere on the foil surface. It was also
found that this film was sensitive to other disturbance sources, such as sound, heat, and light.
Although useful in many different applications, the sensitivity to these disturbances would have
proven very misleading in our project where the effects of viscous dissipation and light from
the LDV would have been impossible to correct for in the signal output.
The pressure measurement scheme that was finally decided upon did not possess any of the
tremendous drawbacks of the methods listed above. A small, cylindrical pressure transducer
was selected to be mounted into small diameter stainless steel tubing to make a pressure probe.
This probe was then inserted into the pressure probe hole in the foil body. By keeping the
volume of the cavity, created by the end of the probe hole and the pressure tap hole, small, the
effects of Helmholtz resonance were kept to a minimum. The pressure probes were fitted with
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O-Rings to ensure a watertight cavity and to isolate the transducers from any possible
mechanical vibrations transmitted through the foil and the water tunnel structure. The pressure
transducers mounted in the pressure probes can be seen in Figure 5.4.1.
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Figure 5.4.1: Pressure Transducer Mounted in a Pressure Probe
Sensotec Model K pressure transducers fit this application perfectly.The Model K transducers
are small, cylindrical units with a pressure head length of 0.25 inches and a diameter of 0.187
inches. Each has an 8-32 UNC thread through which the four electrical wires (two for power
input and two for signal output) pass. This threaded portion of the transducers allowed them to
be easily screwed into the pressure probe tubing after the wires were lead through. The
pressure diaphragm is a cemented fixture which is suitable for an indefinite length of time in a
fresh water environment. O-Rings were used to seal the connection between the pressure head
and the probe tubing in order to keep the wires inside the tubing completely dry. The twelve
transducers can measure from 0 to 25 psia and have a linear pressure-to-signal response up to a
frequency on the order of 10 khz, which is quite suitable for the unsteady portion of this
project.
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5.5 The Laser Doppler Velocimeter
The LDV is a three watt, argon Lexel Model 95 ion laser. It has been used extensively in the
MHPL for two-dimensional hydrofoil and propeller velocity measurements with good results. It
has a beam diameter of 1.3 mm and a beam divergence of 0.6 mrad, which lead to a very
accurate position and signal. The LDV was realigned in early 1991 for the most accurate signal
response. The laser sits on a table and traverse system manufactured by TSI. The traverse is
moved by a TSI Model 9530 motor and controller, with the position being determined and
controlled by a Sony Magnascale LM22 remote positioning controller. Each of the three LDV
velocity component channels leads to its own TSI IFA-550 Intelligent Flow Analyzer on its
way to the Everex Step 386/20 Mhz PC. The entire system is complete, and offers manual as
well as pre-programmed positioning. A photograph of the LDV system while in operation is
shown in Figure 5.5.1.
Figure 5.5.1: The MHL LDV System
The pressure transducers are connected via small, four-wire connectors and Belden 9609
cabling to Amphenol 57-30140 male connectors which plug into a Daytronic Model 9010
Mainframe Strain Gage Conditioner. The Daytronic mainframe has slots for eight input/output
Model 9170 x 14 strain gage conditioners, each of which can supply the DC power to and
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receive the signal from one pressure transducer. A schematic for one of these connections is
shown in Figure 5.5.2.
Figure 5.5.2: Schematic of the Data Taking Apparatus
Figure 5.5.3 shows the test section mounted in the tunnel with the pressure probes inserted and
one of the associated connections leading to the Daytronic mainframe. The LDV apparatus can
hp een vamilv u nn the nnnneitp cirlp nf th tt cpntinn in the nhntn
Figure 5.5.3: Test Section in the Tunnel with Pressure Probes Inserted
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5.6 Wall Shear Stress Gauges
Wall shear is of vital interest to the designer of a low drag type of vehicle, as well as to the
numerical analyst who is trying to predict the vehicle behavior. For this reason, the use of wall
shear gauges was considered in this experiment. The two principle ways to measure wall shear
are by means of a hot film, and by using a surface fence. The hot film method2 6 involves
heating a small area of the body surface to a constant temperature. This heating current is
supplied through a bridge circuit, and the heat flux into the convecting fluid can be measured
by monitoring the voltage input to the element. The velocity profile near the wall can then be
determined from this thermal profile, and the wall shear can be estimated. This type of a
method has shown reasonable results in steady flow. However, difficulties in the calibration
for unsteady flow regimes make this method for obtaining the wall shear quite unattractive.
Professor Patrick Leehey of the MIT Department of Mechanical Engineering has done
extensive development of a dynamic shear stress gauge. This gauge uses a two-dimensional
surface fence placed transverse to the flow and extended to a distance of approximately 25% of
the viscous sublayer thickness out from the wall. Miniature pressure transducers then measure
the differential pressure between the upstream and the downstream stagnation zones at the base
of the fence. For a typical application at a Reynolds number of one million, the fence
dimensions would be on the order of 0.002 inches high, 0.002 inches thick, with a 1 inch
span. These gauges have shown very promising results for steady flows, and Professor
Leehey is now applying them to the unsteady problem. From design calculations for this
project, the accuracy of the pressure transducers in these sensors would have to be within 0.3
psi, while still being subjected to ambient pressure changes on the order of 10-20 psi. This is a
very stringent requirement for such a small transducer. Thus, the uncertainty of the
applicability of these gauges to the unsteady regime, and the high manufacturing tolerances
required for such small gauges have eliminated them from this project at this point.
Consideration for alternative, or more fully developed, methods of determining the
experimental wall shear is still in progress.
2 6j.'Kerwin and D. Keenan, Progress Report: Unsteady Foil Experiment, November 1990.
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
6.1 Assembly of the Apparatus in the VPWT
The test foil was placed in the VPWT and the corresponding tunnel windows were attached.
The angle of attack was determined using the LDV as a visual reference point at a specific
spanwise location on the foil, and recording the nose and the tail heights. The foil angle of
attack was then fine tuned with the aid of a small hydraulic jack, after which, all bolts were
tightened. Once the foil was in the correct situation, the pressure probes were carefully inserted
into their respective holes to the required depth. It was a delicate operation to insert the probes
without letting the O-Rings unseat themselves from their unavoidably shallow grooves in the
thin-walled stainless tubing. After these were successfully inserted, the tunnel was filled with
water.
In the planning stages of the foil arrangement, the possibility of air bubbles being entrapped in
the lower surface pressure cavities while filling up the tunnel was of great concern. Such
bubbles would unpredictably alter the Helmholtz resonance characteristics of the cavity and
ingest unforeseen noise into both the steady and the unsteady pressure measurement signals.
Therefore, many different solutions to this problem were considered. The final solution was to
simply fill the tank up with the pressure probes inserted in their holes, and then retract them
out. This allowed any entrapped air to escape out the side holes. Once the water flowed freely
for a few moments, the probes were reinserted into their correct depth.
6.2 Calibration of the Pressure Sensor
At the time of the steady experiment, only two pressure transducers were completely wired and
ready to go. This posed no problem since the steady measurements were expected to have
fairly steady and repeatable pressures. Thus, the only inconvenience this posed was that
"dummy" probes had to be inserted into the eleven other pressure holes. This necessitated that
the water flow be slowed to a standstill before changing the real transducer from on hole to the
next without ingesting undesired air into the tunnel. The pressure transducer was calibrated for
the steady flow regime using the hydrostatic pressure of the VPWT. Before filling the tunnel
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up, the atmospheric pressure was noted using two pressure taps located on the tunnel
centerline, at the upstream and downstream ends of the tunnel test section, which lead to a
Mercury manometer on the wall of the MHIL. With the tunnel filled and the transducer probe
inserted into the leading edge pressure hole, the output of the Daytronic mainframe unit was
noted. This output, as indicated by the LED readout, was adjusted to give the maximum gain
possible. The vacuum pump was used to reduce the tunnel pressure, and at each of the desired
stopping points the Daytronic output and the tunnel pressure, as indicated by the Mercury
manometer, were recorded. This allowed the absolute calibration of the transducer in the
specific Daytronic slot. The topped off value for the mercury manometer was checked for
accuracy using the water column height along side the VPWT reservoir. These pressure
transducer calibration values are shown graphically in Figure 6.2.1 along with their expected
linear curve fit.
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Figure 6.2.1: Sensotec Pressure Transducer Calibration Curve
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6.3 Pressure Measurements
Pressure and velocity data were taken at a tunnel velocity of 30 ft/s. This corresponded to a
Reynolds number of 4.2 x 106 based upon the foil chord length. Pressure measurements were
taken using the pressure transducers at various points on the test foil surface. The locations of
the pressure taps are summarized in Table 6.3.1.
Table 6.3.1: Pressure measurement locations
The pressure transducers were supplied with power through the Daytronic mainframe, and the
pressure signal produced was sent back to the Daytronic. Ideally, the Daytronic would have
sent the measured voltage to the PC to be analyzed. However, the mean Daytronic values were
taken by noting the LED on the front panel for each pressure measurement hole. Ihe pressures
were then calculated using the transducer calibration curves. The freestream pressure was
measured using the tunnel pressure taps located at the two ends of the tunnel test section which
lead to the Mercury manometer.
6.4 Velocity Measurements
Velocities were measured by the LDV in various planes normal to the foil surface, upstream of
the foil, and in the foil wake. In order to aid in the automatic positioning of the LDV, a simple
computer code was developed. ASWEEP prompts the user for the foil geometry file, and the
x/c locations for boundary layer velocity data. It then calculates the foil normal vectors and
positions the velocity measurement points, starting at the foil surface and extending normal to
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PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
Upper Surface Lower Surface
Tap Number x/c Location Tap Number x/c Location
1 0.073 2 0.099
3 0.192 4 0.194
5 0.388 6 0.389
7 0.612 8 0.611
10 0.810 9 0.784
11 0.972 12 0.972
the surface out to a specified distance. The user can also specify sweeps upstream of the foil,
and into the foils wake in order to determine the freestream conditions and the velocity defect
aft of the foil. Using this code to choose the velocity measurement locations, and the WAKE
code to position the LDV, velocity measurements were taken near the foil surface at x/c
locations of: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 on both the upper surface and the
lower surface. In addition, the velocities were taken as far upstream of the foil leading edge as
the LDV could take measurements, and one inch downstream of the trailing edge. A two-
dimensional picture of these velocity measurement locations can be seen in Figure 6.4.1.
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Figure 6.4.1: Velocity Measurement Locations
In order to get very close to the foil surface, as was necessary to get boundary layer
measurements, the LDV beam had to only have one component active so that the two beams in
that component would be coplanar. At first, the fiber-optic beam was inoperable. This limited
the velocity measurements to the horizontal (blue) laser component. Physically, this confined
detailed boundary layer measurements to the area of the foil where the surface was exactly
horizontal - the midchord in this case. After some work by Mr. Charles Mazel, the fiber-optic
(purple) beam was operable, and more detailed velocity measurements could be taken as shown
in Figure 6.4.1. This beam had noticeably better focus, was better aligned to the foil surface in
the spanwise direction, and had the very handy capability to be rotated.
The LDV was positioned at a specific spanwise location, and the fiber-optic beam was put in
the vertical direction to assist in accurately finding the foil leading edge. The Sony traverse
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output box was then zeroed, and the trailing edge was found in a similar fashion. The angle of
attack was noted as being 0.8020 degrees, which was. essential for the ASWEEP code to
determine the normal components. From there, the LDV was manually positioned at the first
x/c location and the beam was aligned exactly to the tangent of the foil surface. The data rate
was noted on a Tektronix oscilloscope, the traverse system was put on computer control, and
the WAKE program took over from there. Due to the very low flow velocities very close to the
foil surface, the data sample number was dropped from a usual 1000 or so down to 100 for the
first set of runs. This was necessary to get data within a reasonable amount of time at most of
the locations. After the first set of sweeps, which appeared too coarse, the boundary layer
thickness was estimated from the velocity output, and checked against a basic flat plate
empirical formula. ASWEEP was run again with the new boundary layer thickness estimates
plus a slight margin to give the final set of velocity measurement points shown in Figure 6.4.1.
For the second set of sweeps, the data sample size was dropped to ten with the intention of
getting even closer to the foil surface.
During the velocity sweeps, the LDV stops at each point and sends the velocity signal to the
PC. It stays at that point until the specified number of data samples is accumulated, after which
it calculates the mean velocity components for that point, before moving on to the next point.
As shown in Chapter 2, these velocity measurements can reveal important boundary layer
information. Thus, a simple computer code named ABL (A Boundary Layer) was developed to
take this experimental velocity data and calculate the boundary layer displacement thickness,
momentum thickness, shape factor, frictional coefficient, and edge velocity at each chordwise
position along the foil. These experimental values will be compared to the XFOIL predictions
in the following chapter. For reference, the program listings of the ASWEEP and the ABL
codes are included in Appendix G.
6.5 Foil Deflection Measurements
During the planning for this experiment there was concern for the deflection of the steady foil
due to the large lift forces expected. Strength calculations were done to ensure that aluminum
foils would not have unacceptable bending characteristics. The steady foil deflection was
measured using a "before-and-after" visual sighting scheme. By manually positioning the LDV
beam intersection on the foil centerline and noting the height of the midchord and tail with the
water at rest and then with the water traveling at the freestream velocity, the foil deflection was
accurately measured. With the water flowing at 30 ft/s, the foil showed deflections of less than
0.010 inches, which is reasonably close to values predicted several months previously.
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CHAPTER 7
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
7.1 Pressure Curve Comparison
The experimental pressures were measured at the twelve pressure taps in steady flow of 30 ft/s.
The local pressure coefficient was then calculated for each pressure point, using the expression
shown in (7.1.1). These experimental pressure coefficients are plotted along with the predicted
XFOIL Cp values for a Reynolds number of 4.181 x 106 in Figure 7.1.1.
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Figure 7.1.1: Experimental (Bounded) and XFOIL (nbounded) Pressure Curves
The comparison is fairly good, although the pressure side experimental values fall somewhat
short of the XFOIL predictions. The comparison is still better than the original pressure curve
difference discussed in Chapter 4.
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7.2 Boundary Layer Comparison
After taking the final velocity measurements with the LDV, the raw velocity profiles were
plotted and analyzed. These plots can be seen in Appendix B. Some of the profiles contained
values very near the foil surface that were unexpectedly high. This phenomenon is not a
physical quality of the viscous sublayer of a typical turbulent profile. It is thought to be due to
the part of the laser beam that is refracted around the edge of the foil end. This creates a
velocity sample at two different frequencies. The higher of these two is incorrectly taken by the
Intelligent Flow Analyzer and placed into the sample bin. Thus, an unrealistically high data
point is produced. The ABL code was written to discard these initial, false data points and start
the boundary layer at the minimum velocity point. The data was then extrapolated from the new
boundary layer starting point down to a wall velocity of zero using a one-seventh power
relation. This procedure is shown in Figure 7.2.1. The experimental boundary layer
characteristics were then determined using the ABL code. The approximate boundary layer
thickness, displacement thickness, momentum thickness, shape factor, skin frictional
coefficient, and edge velocity were calculated at each of the measurement stations along the foil
chord. The experimental skin frictional coefficient was determined using an empirical formula
from Thwaites27, based on the experimental shape factor and the displacement thickness.
These experimental values are compared to the predicted XFOIL values in Figures 7.2.2
through 7.2.6 for the steady foil in an unbounded flow at the same Reynolds number.
27 B. Thwaites, Incompressible Aerodynamics, Dover Publications, New York, 1987.
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Figure 7.2.1: Smoothing and Extrapolation of the Raw Velocity Data
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Figure 7.2.2: Displacement Thickness Comparison
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Figure 7.2.3: Momentum Thickness Comparison
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Figure 7.2.5: Skin Frictional Coefficient Comparison
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These figures show that the XFOIL predictions compare well with the experimental findings.
The most reassuring thing, however, is the good comparison between the predicted and the
experimental edge velocity values. The velocities in the wake were also measured by the LDV
one inch directly downstream of the foil trailing edge. These are shown in Figure 7.2.7. The
momentum defect in the wake was integrated to give a rough estimate of the experimental foil
drag coefficient. This value was found to be 0.010.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1 General Conclusions
The pressure data showed reasonably good agreement to the XFOIL predictions. Figure 7.1.1
shows that the largest deviation on the pressure side is approximately 10% from the XFOIL
prediction to the observed measurements.
The velocity data also showed fairly good agreement to the XFOIL predictions. Figures 7.2.2
through 7.2.6 show that for such a foil in steady, attached flow a strongly-coupled interacting
boundary layer boundary integral method such as XFOIL does a reasonable job of
approximating the general fluid flow properties.
The method used to alter the unbounded hydrofoil shape to account for the tunnel wall effects
appears to be adequate for the steady case. These findings reaffirm the assumptions made in
Chapter 2 to aid in the alteration of the hydrofoil shape to account for the constricting effects of
the water tunnel using an inviscid method (PANEL) and attempting to match the bounded and
the unbounded pressure gradients to achieve boundary layer similarity.
8.2 Detailed Observations
The boundary layer measurements do not agree completely with the XFOIL predictions. In the
XFOIL Cp prediction, an inversion of the suction and pressure side curves was noticeable
which was not shown to occur in the experimental pressures. As expected, this same feature
appeared in the predicted Ue curve. Unfortunately, the fiber-optic LDV can not go beyond an
x/c of about 0.90 in its present configuration, so this aspect of both the pressure and edge
velocity curves can not be fully explained at this time. The velocities that were taken look quite
good. The low data rate returned velocity profiles that look quite realistic close to the body
surface. Velocities as low as approximately 40% of the local edge velocity were acquired, and
the resulting edge velocity plot agrees very well with the XFOIL predictions. This shows that
the foil was fairly well adapted to account for the tunnel wall effects.
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The predicted values of the boundary layer displacement thickness and the momentum
thickness are somewhat lower than the experimental values. This could be due to the slight
surface roughness of the hydrofoil test piece, which cannot be modelled by the XFOIL code.
After the fiber-optic LDV is placed further aft on the traverse table, more detailed velocities can
be taken in the trailing edge region. This will certainly be necessary for the unsteady portion of
this project. Since the expected boundary layer thickness increases rapidly just aft of the 90%
chord, boundary layer measurements in that region should not be a problem at all. In the
forward portion of the foil, where the boundary layer is in its initial stages, the boundary layer
was extremely thin and difficult to capture. The skin frictional coefficient values agreed fairly
well with the XFOIL prediction. However, they were greater than the predicted values at some
of the measurement locations on the suction side. The experimental suction side seemed to
experience an earlier transition to full turbulence than was shown by the steep upward jump in
the XFOIL prediction at 50% chord. The pressure side experimental values were shown to
have good agreement with the predictions. The experimental foil drag coefficient was
approximately 0.010, while the predicted value was 0.007. Again, this is reflected in the
experimental skin frictional plot, and can be attributed, in part, to the inability of XFOIL in
accounting for surface roughness effects.
8.3 Recommendations
Although this steady apparatus has proved to be functional and accurate for pressure and
boundary layer velocity measurements, the true tests and analysis for this project are yet to
come. The detailed design of the unsteady apparatus has begun, and its manufacture should be
completed before the end of the calendar year. Many hard lessons were learned in the initial
stages of this project, and many more are yet to be discovered. From these, there are many
things that could be improved upon to aid in the long term success of this project. These are
listed in the following order of importance.
The pieces for this experiment are very fragile. The pressure transducers cost over $400
each, and the beveled trailing edge of the foil is the sharpest experimental piece that I
have ever seen. To protect these vital parts, I strongly recommend building custom
padded boxes for the pressure probes and transducers, and also for the steady foil. This
simple measure would ensure their safety, and would keep everything together.
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Move the fiber-optic LDV aft on the traverse table in order to get more accurate
measurements close to the foil trailing edge. After the LDV is moved, it should be
realigned to ensure that it is parallel to the foil surface in the spanwise direction. As the
apparatus stands at the present moment, the alignment is adequate for the detailed
boundary layer measurements, but it can almost surely be improved upon slightly.
One of the pressure probe holes was accidentally drilled approximately 0.25 inches too
deep. Although not of any great concern for the steady portion of the project, this non-
uniformity in the hole cavity volume could create problems with phase shifts in the
Helmholtz resonance of the fluid during the high reduced frequency unsteady testing.
Therefore, it is advisable to have the hole filled with some fairly hard material. This
operation should be done very carefully so that the material does not block or "ooz" into
the pressure tap channel. The material should then be redrilled to the correct depth.
One of the biggest "wish" items during the entire planning phase was to have wall
modelling capabilities for XFOIL. This would not be very hard to accomplish with the
help of the author, Professor Mark Drela. It would have eliminated the need to use the
inviscid PANEL code to aid in the foil alteration for the tunnel wall effects. Ultimately,
it would be tremendous to have unsteady capabilities in XFOIL. This task would be far
more difficult to accomplish, and with the resulting complexity it may actually be easier
to use a full-blown Reynolds averaged unsteady Navier-Stokes solver. But then, of
course. I may not have learned as much had there been such a version of XFOIL
available.
The natural frequency of the flappers was estimated to be on the order of 10 hz in the
twisting mode. This estimate was done using a calculator, and does not account for
coupling effects between the twisting and the bending modes. If the oscillating
mechanism is driven from both sides, the flapper twisting effects will be negligible.
However, it is advised that this calculation be revisited before deciding upon the final
unsteady drive system.
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APPENDIX A
TEST FOIL SECTION OFFSETS
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U1SPLINE.DAT
x
18.000000
17.920968
17.839276
17.755314
17.669441
17.582038
17.493465
17.404112
17.314349
17.224535
17.135062
17.046239
16.957366
16.866883
16.773189
16.674694
16.569809
16.456932
16.334474
16.200834
16.054422
15.893649
15.717423
15.526134
15.320404
15.100862
14.868157
14.622901
14.365743
14.097303
13.818222
13.529129
13.230625
12.923010
12.606373
12.280795
11.946365
11.603175
11.251313
10.890859
10.521915
10.144549
9.758872
9.365294
8.964925
8.558945
8.148534
7.734893
7.319202
6.902640
6.486399
6.071667
y
0.000000
0.047256
0.094131
0.140468
0.186126
0.230938
0.274762
0.317431
0.358802
0.398707
0.436994
0.473544
0.508552
0.542504
0.575901
0.609271
0.643100
0.677902
0.714179
0.752429
0.793168
0.836882
0.883825
0.933479
0.985166
1.038262
1.092079
1.146005
1.199353
1.251472
1.301726
1.349438
1.394011
1.435145
1.472776
1.506865
1.537332
1.564141
1.587211
1.606506
1.621946
1.633492
1.641068
1.644610
1.644033
1.639226
1.630091
1.616532
1.598436
1.575720
1.548273
1.515996
x
5.659626
5.251516
4.848997
4.453938
4.068191
3.693626
3.332092
2.985451
2.655572
2.344296
2.053503
1.785024
1.539628
1.316495
1.114685
0.933228
0.771174
0.627583
0.501494
0.391948
0.297994
0.218692
0.153093
0.100335
0.059589
0.030014
0.010782
0.001050
0.000000
0.007191
0.023353
0.049437
0.086943
0.136060
0.196389
0.268360
0.352432
0..449316
0.559953
0.686811
0.832493
0.996627
1.179574
1.382204
1.605567
1.850713
2.118613
2.408666
2.718972
3.047630
3.392701
3.752295
y
1.478806
1.436618
1.389835
1.338950
1.284537
1.227130
1.167261
1.105493
1.042331
0.978349
0.914080
0.850046
0.786668
0.724137
0.662645
0.602341
0.543429
0.486086
0.430492
0.376838
0.325287
0.276014
0.229196
0.184853
0.142979
0.103557
0.066598
0.032085
0.000000
-0.030781
-0.061059
-0.090489
-0.118869
-0.144758
-0.167589
-0.187788
-0.205926
-0.222714
-0.239023
-0.255749
-0.272298
-0.287814
-0.302174
-0.315555
-0.328147
-0.340101
-0.351568
-0.362606
-0.373222
-0.383415
-0.393115
-0.402268
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x x y
4.124460
4.507296
4.898904
5.297363
5.700782
6.107983
6.517903
6.929304
7.341005
7.751836
8.160606
8.566146
8.967265
9.362774
9.751471
10.132257
10.504702
10.868736
11.224249
11.571170
11.909350
12.238709
12.559166
12.870642
13.173057
13.466460
13.751142
14.026713
14.292502
14.548110
14.792836
15.025930
15.246623
15.454164
15.647822
15.826879
15.990523
16.139215
16.274595
16.398283
16.511970
16.617376
16.716260
16.810454
16.901798
16.992131
17.083215
17.175598
17.268902
17.362696
17.456590
17.550164
17.643047
-0.410803
-0.418628
-0.425672
-0.431829
-0.437017
-0.441153
-0.444179
-0.446115
-0.446969
-0.446799
-0.445614
-0.443472
-0.440367
-0.436359
-0.431468
-0.4Z5714
-0.419112
-0.411650
-0.403~54
-0.394265
-0.384462
-0.374023
-0.363067
-0.351725
-0.340115
-0.328369
-0.316580
-0.304872
-0.293352
-0.282040
-0.270848
-0.259717
-0.248638
-0.237642
-0.226799
-0.216206
-0.205958
-0.196153
-0.186740
-0.177723
-0.169039
-0.160625
-0.152394
-0.144230
-0.135979
-0.127487
-0.118561
-0.109092
-0.099108
-0.088573
-0.077502
-0.065898
-0.053749
17.734841
17.825174
17.913677
18.000000
-0.041073
-0.027870
-0.014182
0.000000
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x
18.000000
17.920968
17.839276
17.755314
17.669441
17.582038
17.493465
17.404112
17.314349
17.224535
17.135062
17.046239
16.95736E
16.866883
16.773189
16.674694
16.569809
16.456932
16.334474
16.200834
16.054422
15.893649
15.717423
15.526134
15.320404
15.100862
14.868157
14.622901
14.365743
14.097303
13.818222
13.529129
13.230625
12.923010
12.606373
12.280795
11.946365
11.603175
11.251313
10.890859
10.521915
10.144549
9.758872
9.365294
8.964925
8.558945
8.148534
7.734893
7.319202
6.902640
6.486399
y
0.000000
0.036143
0.071993
0.107433
0.142355
0.176631
0.210150
0.242785
0.274429
0.304953
0.334238
0.362195
0.388973
0.414943
0.440488
0.466012
0.491888
0.518508
0.546255
0.575513
0.606674
0.640111
0.676020
0.714001
0.753538
0.794154
0.835322
0.876573
0.917381
0.957248
0.995688
1.032183
1.066275
1.097737
1.126517
1.152587
1.175888
1.196388
1.214030
1.228783
1.240588
1.249415
1.255203
1.257907
1.257459
1.253777
1.246783
1.236405
1.222557
1.205175
1.184173
x
6.071667
5.659626
5.251516
4.848997
4.453938
4.068191
3.693626
3.332092
2.985451
2.655572
2.344296
2.053503
1.785024
1.539628
1.316495
1.114685
0.933228
0.771174
0.627583
0.501494
0.391948
0.297994
0.218692
0.153093
0.100335
0.059589
0.030014
0.010782
0.001050
0.000000
0.007191
0.023353
0.049437
0.086943
0.136060
0.196389
0.268360
0.352432
0.449316
0.559953
0.686811
0.832493
0.996627
1.179574
1.382204
1.605567
1.850713
2.118613
2.408666
2.718972
3.047630
y
1.159478
1.131024
1.098748
1.062955
1.024025
0.982397
0.938478
0.892678
0.845423
0.797103
0.748157
0.698991
0.650005
0.601523
0.553689
0.506651
0.460524
0.415464
0.371607
0.329087
0.288052
0.248628
-0.210947
0.175150
0.141249
0.109242
0.079116
0.050876
0.024509
0.000000
-0.023508
-0.046629
-0.069096
-0.090757
-0.110508
-0.127915
-0.142305
-0.157112
-0.169885
-0.182288
-0.195007
-0.207588
-0.219376
-0.230278
-0.240428
-0.249973
-0.255029
-0.267712
-0.276064
-0.284097
-0.291805
x y
3.392701
3.752295
4.124460
4.507296
4.898904
5.297363
5.700782
6.107983
6.517903
6.929304
7.341005
7.751836
8.160606
8.566146
8.967265
9.362774
9.751471
10.132257
10.504702
10.868736
11.224249
11.571170
11.909350
12.238709
12.559166
12.870642
13.173057
13.466460
13.751142
14.026713
14.292502
14.548110
14.792836
15.025930
15.246623
15.454164
15.647822
15.826879
15.990523
16.139215
16.274595
16.398283
16.511970
16.617376
16.716260
16.810454
16.901798
16.992131
17.083215
17.175598
17.268902
-0.299138
-0.306056
-0.312504
-0.318413
-0.323730
-0.328373
-0.332282
-0.335393
-0.337662
-0.339104
-0.339724
-0.339568
-0.338641
-0.336988
-0.334606
-0.331538
-0.327801
-0.323407
-0.318372
-0.312684
-0.306365
-0.299443
-0.291979
-0.284035
--0.275700
-0.267075
-0.258251
-0.249327
-0.240375
-0.231488
-0.222747
-0.214168
-0.205682
-0.197242
-0.188841
-0.180501
-0.172276
-0.164238
-0.156459
-0.149014
-0.141867
-0.135019
-0.128424
-0.122035
-0.115784
-0.109584
-0.103319
-0.096873
-0.090095
-0.082905
-0.075323
17.362696
17.456590
17.550164
17.643047
17.734841
17.825174
17.913677
18.000000
-0.067320
-0.058910
-0.050093
-0.040862
-0.031227
-0.021191
-0.010784
0.000000
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B
FOIL PRESSURE CALCULATION
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 282952
Daytronic Channel G
Pressure = A + B * mV
A=
B=
Water Temperature
Rho
N motor
Uinfinity
Pinfmininty
Alpha
psia
3.269 psia
0.006534 psia/mV
72 degrees F
1.936 lb-s2/ft4
452 rpm
29.93 ft/s
12.820 psia
0.8148 degrees
Hole Number
1
3
5
7
10
11
2
4
6
8
9
12
x/c
0.073
0.192
0.388
0.612
0.810
0.972
0.099
0.194
0.389
0.611
0.784
0.972
Voltage (mV)
1090
1030
970
990
1115
1540
1540
1595
1550
1550
1550
1645
Pressure (psi)
10.391
9.999
9.607
9.738
10.554
13.331
13.331
13.691
13.397
13.397
13.397
14.017
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Foil Side
Suction
Suction
Suction
Suction
Suction
Suction
Pressure
Pressure
Pressure
Pressure
Pressure
Pressure
Cp
-0.403
-0.468
-0.534
-0.512
-0.376
0.085
0.085
0.145
0.096
0.096
0.096
0.199
Raw Velocities at x/c = 0.10
8.0 16.0 24.0
u (ft/s)
32.0 40.0
Raw Velocities at x/c =0.20
. . ... .. . . . . ... .. ..
_ ;.......... .......... v ......._
...... ....... ........... .......... . ...... ......
......--|-Suction Side .-........
, i......r Sie ... ....... .............. 5 .. ......
-~~~~~~~~~~~~. . .. ..... ifi ..... .. ..
.. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.... . . . . . ,... .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . ..
8.0 16.0 24.0
u (ft/s)
32.0
75
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
y(inches)
0.02
0.01
a nn 0.0VV
0.10
0.08
y(inches) 0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00
0.0 40.0
Raw Velocities at
0.16
0.14
0.12
y 0.10
(inches) 0.080.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00
8.0 16.0
U
24.0
(ft/s)
32.0 40.0.
Raw Velocities at x/c = 0.40
0.16
0.14
0.12
y 0.10
(inches) 0.08
0.06
O.O4
0.04
0.02
0.00
8.0 16.0 24.0
u (ft/s)
32.0 40.0
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-- ~~~~~~C iPressure Side ...... I- ---- - --
... . . .. .... .. . .. . ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
l~~~~~~~~~ ...... ...... ................... .............
-- - - - - .. ...... }.i..
. ... ...... .. ... . ... ... .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .....
..... ...... ... .. ... . ------
0.0
0.0
x/c = 030
Raw Velocities at
8.0 16.0 24.0
u (ft/s)
32.0 40.0
Raw Velocities at x/c - 0.60
I I 
. .. . . . . . . . . . ... .. . ... .. . . . . ,. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
- ..... | --- Stion Side .... ...... .. .......... ...
' -........., ........ .... ...................
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~......... . .. . . . u.in id ..............
................ .............. .................... ...... 
..... .. .... .. ... ........... ...... .... . ....
........... ........... ........... .......... .......... . ........................... 
- ........ ........... ........... .......... . ............
8.0 16.0 24.0
u (ft/s)
32.0 40.0
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0.20
0.16
y(inches) 0.12
_ ... * Suction Side ........................ .........................
.,i~-- Pressure Side
........... . ..... . ... .. . .. 1... ....
........... - ,----- --------- .* .... _
... . ...... .. .... . .... ..... .... ... .. .....
........... . . .... ...... ........ ................
...... ...... .......... .......... .......... ....... ..............
0.08
0.04
0.00
0.
0.25
0.20
.0
0.0
y(inches) 0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
x/ = 050
Raw Velocities at x/c = 0.70
8.0 16.0 24.0
u (ft/s)
32.0 40.0
Raw Velocities at x/c = 0.80
8.0 16.0 24.0
u (ft/s)
32.0 40.0
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0.30
0.24
y(inches) 0.18
0.12
0.06
0.00
0.0
0.30
0.24
Y(inches) 0.18
0.12
0.06
0.00
0.0
Raw Velocities at x/c = 0.90
U.4U
0.32
y 0.24(inches)
0.16
0.08
0.00
0.0 8.0 16.0 24.0 32.0 40.0
u (ft/s)
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Drag Calculation
Ue
Chord Length
y
(inches)
-0.750
-0.746
-0.722
-0.665
-0.577
-0.474
-0.376
-0.302
-0.262
-0.250
-0.250
-0.238
-0.198
-0.124
-0.026
0.077
0.165
0.222
0.246
0.250
dY
(inches)
0.004
0.024
0.057
0.088
0.103
0.098
0.074
0.040
0.012
0.000
0.012
0.040
0.074
0.098
0.103
0.088
0.057
0.024
0.004
JQR
13-May-91
du
(ft2/s2)
-2.693
-2.125
-2.125
0.424
2.675
11.828
82.243
170.291
194.996
198.067
197.941
199.292
198.781
199.509
159A.486
48.726
4.356
1.551
3.796
2.675
u du dY
(ft2-in/s2)
-0.008
-0.051
0.024
0.235
1.218
8.060
12.602
7.800
2.377
0.000
2.392
7.951
14.764
15.630
5.019
0.383
0.088
0.091
0.011
ft/s
inches
28.255
18
U
(ftls)
28.350
28.330
28.330
28.240
28.160
27.830
24.960
19.540
16.270
15.360
15.410
14.670
13.230
13.850
20.460
26.410
28.100
28.200
28.120
28.160
da
(ft/s)
-0.095
-0.075
-0.075
0.015
0.095
OA25
3.295
8.715
11.985
12.895
12.845
13.585
15.025
14.405
7.795
1.845
0.155
0.055
0.135
0.095
SUM
Cd 0.01094
78.585
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APPENDIX C
COMPLETE XFOIL RUNS
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APPENDIX D
PROGRAM LISTING OF THE FLAPPR CODE
90
PROGRAM FLAPPR
*********************************************************************
* This Program Solves for the Velocities Induced y a Number of 2-D *
* Oscillating (Flapping) Foils in a Finite Fluid Flow Tunnel. It *
* Assumes Zero Chord Length for the Foils, and Small Amplitude, *
* Sinusoidal Oscillations in Angle of Attack. The Influence of the *
* Tunnel Walls is Modelled Using a User Specified Discrete Number of *
* Images. 
* *
* Created by Jamie Rice Summer 1990 *
************************************************************************
C
C The Input Variables Are:
C
C UINF U Infinity in the Tunnel (ft/s)
C H Tunnel Half-Height (ft)
C LE H Tunnel Length (ft)
C P Flapper Offset from C.L./H (+ Above)
C GZERO Flapper Maximum Non-Dimensional Circulation
C FREQ Oscillation Frequency (Hz)
C PHASE Phase Shift for Flapper (Deg)
C NMBER Number of Panels Downstream of Flapper
C NIMAGE Nimber of Images Used to Model the Walls
C YFIXD Y-Plane of Desired Velocity History
C XFIXD X-Location of Desired Velocity History
C
C.....Declare the variables
PAPRAMETER (Pi - 3.1415926, NMAX = 400, MIMAGE = 100, MFLAP = 10)
REAL LEZTIH, P(MFLAP), GZERO(MFLAP), FREQ(MFLAP), PHASE(MFLAP)
REAL C (m AP), EPS(MFAP)
REAL GM(MAP), GAMMAS(MFIAP,NMX), GAID( MFTAP,NMAX)
REAL U(NMAX), V(NmAX), XNODE(NMAX), YNOE(0:IMAE,2), T(NMAX)
REAL XPT(NMAX), YPT(NAX)
CHAACER*80 UAME, IPr, NWZT
C
C .... Input the pertinent data
PINT *'Welcae to FLAPPR, would you like to:'
PRINT *,' (1) Create a new data file,'
PRINT *,' or (2) Use an existing data file ?'
READ *, NDATA
IF (NDA2k .EQ. 1) THEN
C
C........Input the new data
5 PRINT *,'Input the tunnel velocity (ft/s) and half height(ft)'
READ *, UINF, H
PRINT *,'Input the length of tunnel (ft)'
READ *, L IH
PRINT *,'How many oscillating foils are there ?'
READ *,- NFAP
DO 10, I = 1, NFIAP
PRINr *,'Input P(0. 1.), Gzero, Frequency (Hz) and Phase
&(deg) for foil',I
READ *, P(I), GZERO(I), FREQ(I), PHASE(I)
91
10 CME
PRI *,'Would you like to: (1) Fix Tie'
PRINT *,' or (2) Fix Location ?'
READ *, NFIX
IF (NFIX .EQ. 1) HEN
PRINM *,'Would you like to sweep along:'
PRINT *,' (1) a Y - constant plane'
PRINT *,' or (2) an X - constant plane ?'
READ *, NSWEEP
IF (EEP .E)Q. 1) TIEEN
PRINTr *,'At what Y location (ft) are the velocities
& desired ?'
READ *, YFIXD
ELSE IF (NSWEE .EQ. 2) HEN
pRINT *,'At what X location (ft) are the velocities
& desired ?'
READ *, XFIXD
END IF
15 PRINr *, 'At how many points would you like to know the
& velocity ?'
READ *, NPOINT
ELSE IF (NFIX .EQ. 2) THEN
PRINT *,'Init the X, Y coordinates for the desired& velocity history (ft) '
READ *, XFIXD, YFIXD
PRIlN *,'What is the time duration (s) for the history?'
READ* TIME
PRINT *,'How many increments would you like to break the
& time into ?'
READ *, NTIE
END IF
20 PRINT *'Input the number of descritizations, and the number
&of images desired'
REA.D *, NBER, NIAGE
PRINT *,'Input a universal filename for this run'
IF ((MLAST .EQ. 1) .OR. (MLAST .EQ. 2)) THEN
READ (5,22) NEMW
C
C .............Open a new data file to write the adjusted data
OPEN (1, FILE = NEW//'.DAT', STATUS = 'UNKIND')
ELSE
READ (5,22) ME
C
C .............Open a new data file for the brand new data
OPEN (1, FILE = UNM//' .AT', STAUS = '\IO')
END IF
C
C .........Write the data to the file for storage
WRITE (1,985) UINF, H
WRITE (1,984) LENIH
,WLITE (1,981) NFLAP
DO 58, I 1, NFIAP
WRITE (1,987) P(I), GZER(I), FREQ(I), PHASE(I)
58 CCMINUE
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WRITE (1,980) NFIX
IF (NFIX .EQ. 1) M
WRITE (1,980) NE=
IF (NEEP .FQ. 1) REENJ
WRITE (1,984) YFIXD
ELSE IF (NSWEEP .EQ. 2) MN
WRITE (1,984) XFIXD
END IF
WRITE (1,982) NPOIN
ELSE IF (NFIX .Q. 2) ITEN
WRITE (1,985) XFIXD, YFIXD
WRITE (1,984) TIME
WRITE (1,982) NTIME
END IF
WRITE (1,983) NtUBER, NImAGEE
CLOSE (1)
ELSE IF (NDA% .EQ. 2) fEN
C
C .........Read frca the existing data file
PRINT *,'Input the existing data file root (universal) name'
READ (5,22) NPUT
OPEN (1, FILE - INPLr//'.IAT', SMUS - 'OLD')
READ (1,985) INF, H
READ (1,984) LENGH
READ (1,981) NFIAP
DO 90, I - 1, NFLAP
READ (1,987) P(I), GZERO(I), FQ(I), PHASE(I)
90 CNITINUE
READ (1,980) NFIX
IF (NFIX .EQ. 1) THEN
READ (1,980) NSWEEP
IF (NSWEEP EQ. 1) 'NIEN
READ (1,984) YFIXD
ELSE IF (NSWEEP .EQ. 2) IHMEN
READ (1,984) XFIXD 
END IF
READ (1,982) NPOINT
ELSE IF (NFIX .EQ.. 2) HEN
READ (1,985) XFIXD, YFIXD
READ (1,984) TIME
READ (1,982) NTIME
END IF
READ (1,983) NUMBER, NIMAGE
CLOSE (1)
END IF
C
C.....Re-dinension the variables
DO 220, I 1, NFLAP
GAA(I ) = GZEO(I )*UINF*H
MECA(I) - 2.0*PI*FREQ(I)
EPS(I) - (PI/180.0)*PASE(I)
220 ONINUE
C
C.....Calculate misc. constants
93
DX - LE /REAL(NER)
IF (NFIX .EQ. 1) THEN
IF (NPOINr .LT. 1) GO 10 15
IF (NShEEP .EQ. 1) UM
DELX- LENM1RAL(NPOr)
ELSE IF (NSEEP .EQO. 2) TIN
DELY - 2.*H/REAL(NPOIr)
NPOINT - NTIME
END IF
ELSE IF (NFIX .EQ. 2) THw
DELT - TIME/RAL(NTMn)
NPOIN - NTIME
END IF
PRINT *, 'Wrking on the problem...'
C
C.....Zero the velocity arrays
DO 290, I 1, NPOINT+1
U(I) = 0.0
V(I) 0.0
290 CNTINUE
C
C.....Calculate the velocities induced by each vortex at the X,Y-location
PRINT *,'Calculating the velocities...'
C.....Initialize the spatial and temporal coordinates
XNODE(1) 0.0
YNODE(0,1) - 0.0
YNODE(0,2) = 0.0
XPT(1) 0.0
YPT(1) -H
T(1) - 0.0
C
C.....Start the main loop
DO 300, I - 1, NPOIN+1
DO 310, - 1, NFLAP
DO 320, K = 1, NUMBER+
IF (NFIX .Q. 1) HEN
C.....................Time is frozen
T(K) 1.0
IF (NSWEEP .EQ. 1) HEN
C.........................Y is constant
YPT(I) - YFIXD
ELSE IF (NSWEEP .EQ. 2) THEN
C.........................X is constant
XPT(I) - XFIXD
END IF
ELSE IF (NFIX .EQ. 2) THEN
C.....................Position fixed
XPTr(I) = XFIXD
YPT(I) = YFIXD
END IF
C.................Calculate the continuous shed vorticity in the wake
GAMMAS(J,K) = C4MA(J)*CMEGA(J)/UINF*COS(OMEGA,
& (J)*(T(K) - XNODE(K)/UINF) + EPS(J))
C.................Calculate the discrete shed voricity in the wake
94
GAMMAD(J,K) = (GVAMMAS(J,K) + GAnMMAS(J,K-1))/2.*DX
DO 330, L - 0, NIMAGE
DO 340, M - 1, 2
IF (L .. 0) THMEN
YNODE(L,M) - P(J)*H
EtSE
C .............................Actual image set
YNODE(L,M) - (-1.0)**(L+M)*H*(-1.0**M
& *P(J) + 2.0*RFEAL(L))
END IF
C ......................... Calculate the distances
DELTAX - XPT(I) - XNODE(K)
DELTAY - YPT(I) - TODE(L,M)
R - SQRT (DELTAX**2 + DELTAY**2)
IF (ABS(R) .LT. 1.E-06) THN
C .............................Avoid the divide by zero singularity
UIND - 0.0
r\VIND = 0.0
ELSE
C ............................. Calculate the velocities
UID = -DEL/R*(-1.0) **L*GAMMAD(J, K)/
& (2.0*PI*R)
VIND- DEL * (-1.0)**LY;D(J, K)/
& (2.0*PI*R)
IF ((L .EQ. 0) .AND. (M .Q. 1)) THEN
C . . . . . Set the induced velocity directly
C dcownstream of flapper to 0.0
C for the first loop to avoid redundancy
UID - 0.0
VIND = 0.0
END IF
END IF
C ......................... Sum the velocities linearly
U(I) = U(I) + UIND
V(I) - V(I) + VIND
340 INLE
330 CCTIfnlaE
XNDE(K+1) - XNODE(K) + DX
320 CCrINUE
310 CCNrINUE
IF (NFIX .EQ. 1) THEN
IF (NSWEEP .EQ. 1) MEN
XPT(I+i) = XPT(I) + DELX
ELSE IF (NSEEP .Q. 2) THEN
YPT(I+1) = YPT(I) + DELY
END IF
ELSE IF (NFIX .EQ. 2) MEN
T(I+1) = T(I) + DELT
END IF
300 cONTINUE
C
C .....Done with the big loop
C
C.....Finally, Write to the output and the plot files for use with PLOr
95
PRINT .,'Writing the output to the file...'
C
C.....Write th  data to the output file
IF (N .EQ. 1) M
C
C.........New data file
OPEN (2, FILE = utM//'.WUT',
OPEN (3, FILE = tNM4//'.PLT',
RITE (2,600) UNME
ELSE IF (NDT .Q. 2) I
C
S,2 S - ',XISI' )
_.TUS -' ')
C .........Existing data file
OPEN (2, FILE - INPUT//'.CUT', SAS - 'INKNc,')
OPEN (3, FILE = INPUT//'.PLT', STAUJS- 'KNOWN')
WRITE (2,600) INU T
END IF
IF ((MLAST .EQ. 2) .OR. (AST .EQ. 3)) 
C
C .........Close previous output files and open the new ones
CLOSE (2)
CLOSE (3)
C
C .........Modified data frcmn a continued rn
OPEN (2, FILE- NEA/'.UT', STAIUS - 'NK ')
OPEN (3, FILE- NEWV/'.PLT', SUS- ' ')
WRITE (2,600) NZM
END IF
C
C .....Write the data
WRITE (2,610) UINF, H
WRITE (2,612) LENIH
WRITE (2,614) NFLAP
DO 618, I - 1, NFLAP
WRITE (2,616) P(I), GZEC)(I), FREQ(I), PHASE(I)
618 CONTINJUE
IF (NFIX .EQ. 1) THEN
WRITE (2,620)
IF (EEP .EQ. 1) THEN
WRITE (2,622) YFIXD
ELSE IF (NSWEEP .EQ. 2) HEN
WRITE (2,624) XFIXD
END IF
WRITE (2,625) NPOINT
ELSE IF (NFIX .EQ. 2) H
WRITE (2,627) XFIXD, YFIXD
WRITE (2,628) TIME
WRITE (2,630) NTIME
END IF
WRITE (2,632) NUMBER, NIMAGE
C
C .....Write the output
IF (NFIX .EQ. 1) TIHEN
C
C .........Time is fixed
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.
WRITE (2,890)
WRITE (3,900)
IF (NWEEP .EQ. 1) THEN
C .............Y is constant
WRITE (2,902)
WRITE (3,903)
WRITE (3,982) NPOINr+1
DO 910, I = 1, NPOIN.+1
UITOTAL - UINF + U(I)
WRITE (2,986) XPT(I),
WRITE (3,985) XPT(I),
910 R UE
WRITE (3,913)
WRITE (3,982) NPOINT+1
920
EC............
938
944
UIIyAL, V(I)
UTLA
DO 920, I = 1, NPOIN'+1
WRITE (3,985) XPT(I), V(I)
CNTINUE
ILSE IF (NSWEEP .EQ. 2) THEN
.X is constant
WRITE 2,930)
WRITE (3,932)
WRITE (3,*) NPOINT+1
DO 938, I = 1, NPOIM'+1
tUMOL = UINF + (I)
WRITE (2,986) Y'(I),
WRIUTE (3,985) Y'(I),
CCrINUE
WRITE (3,940)
WRITE (3,982) NPOINTi-1
DO 944, I = 1, NPOIN'+1
WRITE (3,985) YPT(I),
END IF
ELSE IF (NFIX .EQ. 2) IHEN
C
C .........Position is fixed
WRITE (2,950)
WRITE (3,952)
WRITE (2,954)
WRITE (3,956)
WRITE (3,982) NTIME+1
DO 962, I = 1, NTIME+1
962
968
UlOlAL, V(I)
UIOTAL
V(I)
UIOM = UINF + U(I)
WRITE (2,986) T(I), tJLI0TL, V(I)
WRITE (3,985) T(I), U1OThL
CCNUE
WRITE (3,964)
WRITE (3,982) NTIME+1
DO 968, I = 1, NTIME+1
WRITE (3,985) T(I), V(I)
END IF
C
C.....Close the output files
97
CLOSE (2)
CLOSE (3)
C
C.....Format everything
22 FORMAT (A80)
600 FORMAT (2X,AB0)
610 FORMAT (2X,'Uinf=',F10.5,' ft/s',' H=',F10.5,' ft')
612 FORMAT (2X,'Length=',F10.5,' ft')
614 FORMAT (2X,I2,' Foil(s)')
616 FORMAT (2X,'P-',F10.5,' Gzero=',F10.5,' Freq.-',F11
&,' Phase-',F10.5,' deg')
620 FORMAT (2X,'Time is fixed')
622 FORMAT (2X,'Y Location=',F10.5,' ft')
624 FORMAT (2X,'X Location=',F10.5,' ft')
625 FORMAT (2X,I3,' point(s)')
627 FORMAT (2X,'X =',F10.5,' ft',' Y =',F10.5,' ft')
628 FORMAT (2X,'Time Period =',F10.5)
630 FORMAT (2X,'Time Intervals =',I3)
632 FORMAT (2X,I3,' Descritizations',2X,I3,' Images')
890 FORMAT (' ')
900 FORMAT (2X,'2')
902 FORMAT (4X, 'X(ft)',2X,'UIor(ft/s)',3X,'V(ft/s)')
903 FORMAT (4X,'X(ft)',2X,'UIOT(ft/s)')
913 FORMAT (3X,'X(ft)',3X,'V(ft/s)')
930 FORMAT (4X,'Y(ft)',2X,'UTOT(ft/s)',3X,'V(ft/s)')
932 FORMAT (4X,'Y(ft)',2X,'UTCT(ft/s)')
940 FORMAT (3X,'Y(ft)',3X,'V(ft/s)')
950 FORMAT (' ')
952 FORMAT (2X,'2')
954 FORMAT (4X,'T(s)',2X,'UIOT(ft:/s)',3X,'V(ft/s)')
956 FORMAT (4X,'T(s)',2X,'UIOT(ft/s)')
964 FORMAT (4X,'T(s)',3X,'V(ft/s)')
980 FORMAT (I1)
981 FORMAT (I2)
982 FORMAT (I3)
983 FORMAT (213)
984 FORMAT (F10.5)
985 FORMAT (2F10.5)
986 FORMAT (3F10.5)
987 FORMAT (4F10.5)
PRINT *, 'Done with the calculation,'
C
C.....Give the Option to
PRINT *,'Would you
PRINT *,'
PRINT *,'
PRINT *, '
READ *, MAST
0.5,' Hz'
Change the Parameters
like to Change: '(1) Mkst of the Variables'
(2) The No. of Descritizations and Images'
or (3) Nothing at All !!I'
IF (MLAST .BEQ. 1) GO I 5
IF (MEAST .EQ. 2) GO I 20
C
C the
amqD
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APPENDIX E
PROGRAM LISTINGS OF THE POWER CODES
99
* HIS POAM CA ULATES ME PWE RWIRED TO DRIVE HE FLAPPER(S)
* IN THE FLAPPR CDE FCR A 2H x 2 U1MEL BY BREAKING THE PCWER UP
* INO INRTIAL AN THE HYDE)W C aCP I. FCR THE
* HYDkDYNAMIC PRTICN, A D MASS PRICIPLIES ARE USED.
C
PARATE (PI - 3.1415926, NMAX = 400)
REAL H, L, HM, ID, 66A, M6B
DIMENSI PCil(nx), A(MAX), P B(NMAX), PL(NAX)
DIMENSIN QIOL(N]AX)
CQC*80 PNAME
C
C.....Input the variables
PRINT *,'Wellcme to PCER1, will your input use:'
PRINT *,' (1) glish units (ft, lb, sec)'
PRINT *,' or (2) SI units (m, kg, sec)'
READ *, MNITS
PRINT *, 'Input the number of foils and nuaer of tine steps
READ *, NFLAP, NME
PRINT *, 'Input the freestream velocity and fluid density'
READ *, UINF, RHOFLU
PRINT *,'Input the tunnel half-height'
READ *, H
5 PRINT *,'Input the chord length, thickness %age, and foil d
READ *, L, HICK, RHSOL
10 PRINT *,'Input the hinge %age, frequency (hz), & max. angle
READ *, HIGE, F, AUE
ensity'
(deg)'
C
C Redimnsion the variables and calculate se constants
B - HICK/100.*L
D - HIN 00.*L
BE = EANLE*PI/180.
W 2.*H
T2 l 1./(2.*F)
DT = T2EAL(NTI)
GZERO - PI*BEIA*L/H
C
C . Calculate the mass moment of inertia and added mass coefficients
ID - 1./12.*RHOSOL*L*B*W*(L**2 + (L/2.-D)**2 + B**2)
M66A - 1./16.*PI*RIFLU*D**4
M66B - 1./16.*PI*RHOFLU*(L-D)**4
C
C.....Calculate the power for each time step
T = 0.
PMAX - 0.
RMS 0.
C1 = BETA
C2 - 2.*PI*F
DO 20, N - 1, NZME+1
THE = C*SIN(C2*T)
CMEG - Cl*C2*0S(C2*T)
ALFA Cl*C2**2*(-SIN(C2*T))
100
*
PROGRAM OWERI
;
IF (UNITS .EQ. 1) THEN
PCVERI(N) -REAL(NFIAP)*ID*ALFA*tMEG/(32.174*550.)
POWERA(N) - -REAL(NFLAP)*M66A*ALFA*CEG*W/(32.174*550.)
PCWERB(N) - -RPAL(NFIAP)*M66B*ALFA*CMEG*W/(32.174*550.)
ELSE IF (NITS .EQ. 2) THN
PWERI (N) - -REAL (NFLAP) *ID*ALFA*CJa(W 000.
PRWER(N) -REAL(NFLAP)*M66*A*ALFA *W/1000.
PERB(N) - -REAL(NFLAP)*M66B*ALFA*a4*W/1000.
END IF
PTOML(N) - PERI(N) + PCWERA(N) + PWERB(N)
QIML(N) - PT0rAL(N)/(CMEGA/550.)
EM - MAX(ABS(PIOtXL(N)  ,ABS(PIOTL(N-1)))
PMAX - MX(PMAX,TEMP)
DRMS = ABS(PIAL(N) )
RMS = MS + DRMS
T = T + DT
20 CCNTINUE
MS- RMSEAL(NTIE)
C
C.....Write th  output to the appropriate files
PRIN *,'Give a universal name for the output'
READ (5,22) P1AME
22 FRMAT (A80)
OPEN (UNIT - 1, FILE- PNAME//' .CT', SZdS- 't ')
OPEN (UNIT 2, FILE- PNAME//'.PLT', US - ' X')
WRITE (1,100) PNAME
WRITE (1,101) NFLAP, NTIME
WRITE (1,102) UINF, RHOEW
RITE (1,103) H
WRITE (1,104) L, B, RHOSOL
WRITE (1,104) D, F, BEIA
WRITE (1,105)
WRITE (2,107)
IF (NITS .EQ. 1) THEN
WRITE (1,106)
WRITE (2,112)
ELSE IF (MLNITS .EQ. 2) THEN
WRITE (1,110)
WRITE (2,113)
END IF
WRITE (2,108) NTIME
1
1
1
1
1
DO 30, N - 1, NTIME
WRITE (1,109) N, PWERI(N), PCWEA(N), PERB(N), PTIO(N),
& QIOTAL(N)
WRITE (2,111) N, PItOIL(N)
30 CCNTINUE
WRITE (1,103) GZERO, RMS
CLOSE (1)
CLOSE (2)
00 FEa=T (ASO)
01 FORMAT (I2,I3)
02 FORMAT (2F12.6)
03 FORMAT (F12.6)
04 FORMAT (3F12.6)
101
105 FEMT ( ' ' )
106 EaT (1X,'N',5X,'PWRI
&Q1XomL(,B-"'))
110 FM T (1X,'N', SX,'POWI
&QIAL(N-M)')
107 FMAT ('1')
108 FRMAT (I3)
109 FM (I3,5F10.4)
111 F (I3,F10.4)
112 FORMAT (2X,'N',2X,'PWER (HP)
113 FORMAT (2X,'N',2X,' PWE ()
C
PEA PB PIUL(HP)
PK PKWE PMItAL(KW)
C.....Ask for any changes in the data for a new run
PRIN *, 'Done with the estimate. Gzero-' ,GZEO, 'PMS-' ,RMS
PRINT *, 'Would you like to make another run and change:'
PRIN *' (1) The foil dimensions'
PRINT *,' (2) The hinge, frequency or Beta'
PRINT *,' or (3) I am done with POER now'READ *, Na
IF (NCM .EQ. 1) GO 1 5
IF (NA .EQ. 2) GO 10 10
PRINT *, 'Thanks for (ab)using your P, cane back soon!'
C
C. the
END
102
PB1RAM PWER2
* THIS AM CA l MTE POWER RBQUIRED TO DRIVE THE FLAPPER(S)
* IN ITHE FLAPPR C(DE FR A 2H x 2 ML BY BREAKIS THE PWER UP
* INIO THE INERTIAL AND THE HYDR C PCENIS. FCR THE
* HYD YNAMIC PCRTIC, ME THJDORSEN U riCTIN IS USED.
*
C
PARAET (PI - 3.1415926, NMAX 400)
REAL H, L, HINGE, ID
DNSICN PE(Nt X), POH (MX), L(X )
CARA=*80 PNAME
C
C .....Input the variables
PRINT *,'Welcame to POWER2, will your input use:'
PRINT *, (1) English units (ft, lb, sec)'
PRINT *,' or (2) SI units (m, kg, sec)'
READ *, MI-1i5
PRINT *,'Input the number of foils and number of time steps'
READ *, NFLAP, NIME
PRINT *,'Input the freestream velocity and fluid density'
READ *, UINF, RI/EW
PRINT *,'Input the tunnel half-height'
READ *, H
5 PRINT *,'Input the chord length, thickness %age, and foil density'
READ *, L TICK, R!KSOL
10 PRINT *,'Input the hinge %age, frequency (hz), & max. angle (deg)'
READ *, HINGE, F, ANLE
C
C ..... Redimension the variables arxl calculate se constants
B = HIQCK/100.*L
D HINGE/100.*L
BEA - ALE*PI/180.
W = 2.*H
T2 1./(2.*F)
DT = T2/REAL(NTInE)
GZERO - PI*BEA*L/H
A - -2./L*(L/2.-D)
XK - PI*F*L/tInF
C
C .....Calculate the mass moment of inertia
ID = RHOSOL/12.*L*B*W*(L**2 + (L/2.-D)**2 + B**2)
C
C .....Calculate the
DO 15, N = 1,
POERI (N)
POWERH(N)
PFIOTL(N)
15 CNTIrNUE
T 0.
TEP 0.
PMAX - 0.
C1 = BEIA
C2 = 2.*PI*F
power for each time step
rNTIME+1
= 0.
= 0.
= 0.
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DO 20, N 1, NTIME+1
f1A - C*SN(C2*T)
- Cl*C2*CS(C2*T)
ALFA - C*C2**2*(-SIN(C2*T))
IF (IT .2. 1) TH[
PKMM(N) -RL()AP)*ID*ALFA*av l (32.174*550. )
PCWERH(N) - -RFAL(NFLAP) *( PI*RHEFUW* (L/2.) **2* (-UINF*L.
& *(0.5-A)*a - (L/2.)**2*(1./8.+A**2)
& *ALFA) + 2.*PI*RHOFu*UINF*(L/2.)**2
& *( A+0.5)* (XK)*(UIN*H
& + L/2.*(0.5-A)*CM¶C))*  WA/(32.174*550. )
ELSE IF ('ITS .EQ. 2) THEN
P(ERI (N) - -REAL(NFLAP)*ID*ALFA*C /1000.
P h(N) - -REAL(NFIAP)*(PI*p4OF*(L/2. )**2*(-UINF*L/24.
& *(0.5-A)*C - (L/2.)**2*(1./8.+A**2)
& *ALFA) + 2. PI*RHOFw*UINF*(L/2.)**2
& * (A+O0.5) *T (XK) * (UINF*nW
& + L/2.*(0.5-A)*Mw_) )*W*cGV000.
E IF
PIUML(N) = P>ERI(N) + PWERH(N)
Te - MAX(AS(Pmr (N)) ,ABS(PUmL(N-1) ) )
PMX = MAX(PMAX,TEMP)
T - T + DT
20 CCNTINUE
C
C.....Write th  output to the appropriate files
PRINT *, 'Give a universal name for the output'
READ (5,22) PNAME
22 FEPMAT (A80)
OPEN (IT = 1, FILE = NAME//'.UrT', S[ U '' )OPEN (tIT -2, FILE - PME//' .PLT', Sa - 'tw ' )
WRITE (1,100) NAME
WRITE (1,101) NFLAP, NTIME
WRITE (1,102) UINF, RHOEW
WRITE (1,103) H
WRITE (1,104) L, B, RHOSOL
WRITE (1,104) D, F, BEM
WRITE (1,105)
WRITE (2,107)
IF (NITS .EQ. 1) TN
WRITE (1,106)
WRITE (2,112)
ELSE IF (NITS .EQ. 2) THEN
WRITE (1,110)
WRITE (2,113)
END IF
WRITE (2,108) NTIME
DO 30, N = 1, NI1ME
WRITE (1,109) N, PERI(N), PUEH(N), FIrAL(N)
WRITE (2,111) N, PL(N)
30 CONTINUE
WRITE (1,103) GZERO
CLSE (1)
CLOSE (2)
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100 FORMAT (A80)
101 FORMAT (12,13)
102 FORMAT (2F12.6)
103 FORMAT (F12.6)
104 FORMAT (3F12.6)
105 FORMAIT ( ')
106 FORMAT (1X,'N',5X,'PWER PGWERH PIJ (HP) ' )
110 FORMAT (1X,'N',5X,'PGWERI 1 :' PIL()' )
107 FORMAT ('1')
108 FMAT (13)
109 FORMAT (I3,3F10.4)
111 FORMAT (13,F10.4)
112 FORMAT (2X,'N',2X,'PCW (HP)')
113 FORM (2X,'N',2X,'P ER (I{W)')
C
C.....Ask for any changes in the data for a iew run
PRINT *,'Done with the estimate. Pmax-' ,PiX,', -Gzero=',GZERO
PRINT *,'Would you like to make another run and change:'
PRINTm *,' (1) The foil dimensions'
PRIN *, ' (2) he hinge, frequency or Beta'
PRINT *,' or (3) I am done with PWER2 nw'READ *, NA
IF (NCNG .EQ. 1) GO T 5
IF (NaNG .EQ. 2) GO 7 10
PRINT *,'Thanks for (ab)using your PER, cme back soon.'
C
C.....the
END
C
EUCN HO(XK)
CPLE* THE,H1,H0
DOUJBLE PRECISION X
IF(XK.SE.0) 
THE-(1. 010. 0)
REIUM
END IF
X=DBLE(XK)
HOCPIX(BESSJ0(X) ,-BESSYO(X))
Hl=MPLX(BESSJ1(X),-BESSY1(X))
IH-Hl/(H+(O. ,1. )*HO)
RERM
END
FUCTrIN BESSJO(X)
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,P(5),Q(5),R(6),S(6)
DAMP /1.DO ,-.1098628627D-2,. 2734510407D-4,-. 2073370639D-5,
1 .2093887211D-6/
DAqI Q/-.1562499995D-1,.1430488765D-3,
1 -. 6911147651D-5,.7621095161D-6,-.934945152D-7/
MME R/57568490574. DO ,-13362590354. DO,651619640.7D0,
1 -11214424.18D ,77392.33017D0, -184.9052456D0/
MM1 S/57568490411.DO,1029532985.DO ,9494680.718D0,
1 59272.64853D0,267.8532712D0, 1 .DO/
IF(ABS(X).LT.8.) THEN
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Y=X**2
BESSJ0=(R(1)+Y*(R(2)+Y*(R(3)+Y*(R(4)+Y*(R(5)+Y*R(6))))))
1 /(S(1)+Y*(S(2)+Y*(S(3)+Y*(S(4)+Y*(S(5)+Y*S(6))))))
ELSE
AXABS(X)
Z=8./AX
Y-Z**2
XX-AX-.785398164
BESSJ0-SQO T(.636619772/AX) *(COS(XX) *(P(1)+Y*(P(2)+Y*(P(3)
1 +Y*(P(4)+Y*P(5)))))-Z*SIN(XX)*(Q(1)+Y*(Q(2)+Y*(Q(3)
2 +Y*(Q(4)+Y*Q(5))))))
END IF
REUR
END
C
C
FUNCTION BESSYO(X)
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,P(5),Q(5),R(6),S(6)
DAJ -P/1.DO,-.1098628627D-2,.2734510407D-4,-.2073370639D-5,
1 .2093887211D-6/
DMIT Q/-.1562499995D-1, .1430488765D-3,
1 -.6911147651D-5,.7621095161D-6,-.934945152D-7/
MI R/-2957821389.DO,7062834065.D0,-512359803.6D0,
1 10879881.29D0,-86327.92757D0O,228.4622733D0/
DAM2 S/40076544269.DO,745249964.8D0,7189466.438D0,
1 47447.26470D0,226.1030244D0,1.D0/
IF(ABS(X).LT.8.) THEN
Y=X**2 -
BESSY0O(R(1)+Y*(R(2)+Y*(R(3)+Y*(R(4)+Y*(R(5)+Y*R(6))))))
1 /(S(1)+Y*(S(2)+Y*(S(3)+Y*(S(4)+Y*(S(5)+Y*S(6))))))
2 +.636619772*BESSJ0(X) *DLOG(X)
ELSE
Z=8./X
Y-Z**2
XX=X-.785398164
BESSYO=SQRT(.636619772/X)*(SIN(XX)*(P(1 )+Y*(P(2)+Y*(P(3)
1 +Y*(P(4)+Y*P(5)))))+Z*COS(CXX)*(Q(1)+Y*(Q(2)+Y*(Q(3)
2 +Y*(Q(4)+Y*Q(5))))))
END IF
REIURN
END
C
C
FUNCTION BESSJ1 (X)
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,P(5),Q(5),R(6),S(6)
DMM1 P/I .D0O,.1831n5D-2,-.3516396496D-4,.2457520174D-5,
1 -.240337019D-6/
DAIA Q/.04687499995D0,-.2002690873D-3,.8449199096D-5,
1 -.88228987D-6,.105787412D-6/
IM 1R/72362614232.DO,-7895059235.DO,242396853.1D0,
1 -2972611.439D0,15704.48260D0,-30.16036606D0/
DAM S/144725228442.DO0,2300535178.D0,18583304.74D0,
1 99447.43394D0, 376.9991397D0,1 .D0/
IF(ABS(X).LT.8.) THEMN
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Y=X**2
BESSJ1=X*(R(1)+Y*(R(2)+Y*(R(3)+Y*(R(4)+Y*(R(5)+Y*R(6))))))
1 /(S(1)+Y*(S(2)+Y*(S(3)+Y*(S(4)+Y*(S(5)+Y*S(6))))))
ELSE
AX=ABS(X)
Z=8./x
Y=Z**2
XX=AX-2.356194491
BESSJi=SQRT(.636619772/AX)*(COS(XX)*(P(1)+Y*(P(2)+Y*(P(3)
1 +Y*(P(4)+Y*P(5)))))--Z*SIN(XX)*(Q(1)+Y*(Q(2)+Y*(Q(3)
2 +Y*(Q(4)+Y*Q(5))))))
END IF
REn
END
C
C
FUNCTION BESSY1(X)
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,P(5),Q(5),R(6),S(7)
DATA P/1.D0,.183105D-2,-.3516396496D-4,.2457520174D-5,
1 -.240337019D-6/
DATA Q/. 04687499995D0O,-.2002690873D-3,.8449199096D-5,
1 -. 88228987D-6,.105787412D-6/
DAA R/-.4900604943D13,.1275274390D13,-.5153438139Dll,
1 .7349264551D9,-.4237922726D7,.8511937935D4/
DAA S/.2499580570D14,.4244419664D12,.3733650367D10,
1 .2245904002D8,.1020426050D6,.3549632885D3,1.D0/
IF(ABS(X).LT.8.) THEN
Y=X**2
BESSY1=X*(R(1)+Y*(R(2)+Y*(R(3)+Y*(R(4)+Y*(R(5)+Y*R(6))))))
1 /(S(1)+Y*(S(2)+Y*(S(3)+Y*(S(4)+Y*(S(5)+Y*(S(6)
2 +Y*S(7)))))))+.636619772*(BESSJ1(X)*DLOG(X)-l./X)
ELSE
Z=8./X
Y=Z**2
XX=X-2.356194491
BESSY1=SQRT(.636619772/X)*(SIN(XX)*(P(1)+Y*(P(2)+Y*(P(3)
1 +Y*(P(4)+Y*P(5)))))-Z*OOS(XX)*(Q(1)+Y*(Q(2)+Y*(Q(3)
2 +Y*(Q(4)+Y*Q(5))))))
END IF
REIUM
END
107

APPENDIX F
PROGRAM LISTING OF THE ADJUST CODE
108
-
^
PROAM ADJUST
********************************************************************~***
* 'THIS CODE ALLS THE USER TO ADJUST TE INITIAL CHCED LEN I, A: *
* OF MATCK, MAXIm1a CAMBER, AD M 14 THICKESS AMXITS FOR A *
* GIVEN INPUT FILE. IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE LEADING EDGE IS TO TH *
* LEFT OF IHE TRAILING EDGE WHEN Sf IN A DERMAL X-Y PLT. SINCE *
* ITHE ATA IS NOT SPLINED, THE CODE ASSUMES iHAT HERE IS AN UPPER *
* AND A LWER Y- RDINATE FR EAH X- GIVEN. *
************************************************************************
C
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISICN (A-H), (P-Z)
PARAMETER (PI - 3.141592654, NMAX = 200)
0ARAER*80 ABEL, OAM, NEM
DIMENSICN X(NMAX), Y(NMAX), THICK(NMAX2)
DIM1NSI YL(NMA2), YMCL(NMx/2), CAMER(NW42)
C
C.....Input the data file nanes
PRINT *,'Input the data file name to be converted'
READ (*,2) OLM
2 FORMAT (AS0)
C
C.....Read the old data
OPEN (UNIT=1, FILE=OLDNAM, STA!IUSU'NU ')
READ (1,*) NSETS
READ (1,4) LABEL
4 FCRMAT (AS0)
READ (1,*) N
C.....Read the data and find the leading edge
DO 6, I - 1, N
READ (1,*) X(I), Y(I)
6 CCNTINUE
DO 7, I = 2, N-1
IF (X(I) .. (I-1)) THN
NOSE = I -1
XOFF X(NOSE)
YOFF - Y(NCSE)
GO TO 8
END IF
7 CUlNIUE
C.....Shift the whole foil so that the nose lies at (0,0)
8 DO 10, I = 1, N
X(I) = X(I) - XOFF
Y(I) = Y(I) - YOFF
10 CCMINLE
C.........Done with the shift-
12 CHORD = X(1) - X(NOSE)
CLOSE( 1 )
C
C.....Calculate the nose-tail line equation
A = (0.5*(Y(1)+Y(N)) - Y(NDSE))/(X(1) - X(NOSE))
DO 14, I = 1, NOSE
YNTL(I) = A*X(I)
14 oCNIuN3E
C
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C.....Calculate the thickness
THICK(O) - 0.0
TMX = 0.0
TAX = 0.0
DO 16, I 1, NOSE
THICK(I) = ABS (Y(I) - Y(N+1-I) )
MX = MAX (ICK(I), ICK(I-1))
IMAX MAX (IMAX,¶T)
16 CNT:I
C
C.....Calculate the canter
CAMBER(O) - 0.0
C = 0.0
CMAX 0.0
DO 18, I = 1, NOSE
YMCL(I) 0.5*(Y(I) + Y(N+1-I))
CAMBER(I) = YMCL(I) - YL(I)
CMX = MAX (CAMER(I), CAMER(I-1))
CMAX = MAX (AX,CMX)
18 CNTINUE
C
C.....Print the data for the old file and atk for adjustments
ALPHA -ATN(A)*180.0/PI
mESS = mX*100.0/af
CAM = CMAX*100.0/CHRD
PRINT *,'This foil has: (1) Chord length of ', CHC
PRINT *,' (2) Angle of attack of', AL ,'degrees'
PRINT *,' (3) hickness of ', INESS,'percent'
PRINT *,' (4) Cantmber of ', CAMB,'percent'
PRINT *,' '
PRINT *,'Would you like to send this data to a file now ?'
PRINT *,' (1) Yes'
PRINT *,' or (2) No'
READ *, NFILE
IF (NFILE .EQ. 1) TIHEN
C .........Write the data to a file
PRINT *, 'Input a filename for the new file'
READ (*,20) NNM
20 FORMAT (A80)
OPEN (UNIT=2, FILE=NENM, SUS-'X%_W')
WRITE (2,*) NSETS
WRITE (2,22) NN4
22 FORMAT (A80)
WRITE (2,*) N
DO 24, I = 1, N
WRITE (2,26) X(I), Y(I)
26 FORMAT (2F12.6)
24 CINUJE
CLOSE (2)
ELSE
C .........Don't write the the data to a file and see if I care !
END IF
PRINT *, 'Wuld you like to change one of these values ?'
PRINT *,' (1) Yes'
110
PRIT *, ' or (2) No'
FEWD *, Nk
IF (N R .EQ. 1) T
PRNr *,'Which one of these wuld you like to change ?'READ *, N1W
IF (NCHN .EQ. 1) MH
PRINT *,'Input the new chord length'
READ *, RNE
DO 40, I 1, N
X(I) - X(I)*CREW RD
Y(I) - Y(I)*CREW/CHORD
C ETNL 
C
C ... ee
C..........
50
C
C ...
C...........
60
C
ELSE IF (NOW .EQ. 2) EN
PRINT *, 'Input the new alha in degrees'
READ *, ALFNE
A = -TAN (ALFNE*PI/180.0)
DO 50, I - 1, NOSE
YNTL(I) - A*X(I)
YMCL(I) YWMTL(I) + CAMBER(I)
IF (Y(NOSE) .LT. Y(NOSE-)) MEN
.. ...... ..Uppe r su r f a c e is l i s t e d f i rs t in
Y(I) Y(I) + 0.5*HICK(I)
Y(N+l-I) - YMCL(I) - 0.5*1MICK(I)
ELSE
the data
........... L wer surface nust be listed first
Y(I) = YMCL(I) - 0.5*THCK(I)
Y(N+1-I) YMCL(I) + 0.5*THICKC(I)
END IF
ELSE IF (NCHNG .EQ. 3) M
PRINT *, 'Input the new thickness percentage'
READ *, 
U M = THKM/100.0*.CHORD
DO 60, I = 1, NSE
TIMCK( I) - TmICK(I) *'MXNEW/
IF (Y(NOSE) .LT. Y(NSE-1)) IBN
........... Upper surface is listed first in the data
Y(I) = YCL(I) + 0.5*ITHICK(I)
Y(N+Il-I) = YMCL(I) - 0.5*THICK(I)
ELSE
...........Lower surface must be listed first
Y(I) = YMCL(I) - 0.5*THICK(I)
Y(N+i-I) YMCL(I) + 0.5*1MHICK(I)
END IF
OCNTIE
ELSE IF (NCHNG .EQ. 4) THEN
PRINT *,'Input the new camber percentage'
READ *, ew
= CA W/100.0*CHORD
DO 70, I = 1, NDSE
111
C
40
cMBER( I) = CAMBER( I )*CMXNEW/CMAX
YMCL(I) - YNTL(I) + CAMBER(I)
IF (Y(NOSE) .LT. Y(NOSE-1)) MEN
C.....................Upper surface is listed first in the data
Y(I) - YMCL(I) + 0.5*MHICK(I)
Y(N+1-I) - YMCL(I) - 0.5*TMICK(I)
ELSE
C.....................Lower surface must be listed first
Y(I) - YMCL(I) - 0.5* mIcK(I)
Y(N+1-I) - YMCL(I) + 0.5*T1HICK(I)
END IF
70 CONTINUE
END IF
GO 12
ELSE IF (NANSWR .EQ. 2) THmEN
PRINT *,'Good bye, please use ADJUST again soon'
END IF
C
C.....the
END
112

APPENDIX G
PROGRAM LISTINGS OF THE
ASWEEP AND ABL CODES
113
PROGRAM ASWEEP
*****************************************************************
* This program allows the user to specify at what x, y, z points he/ *
* she would like for the Laser Doppler Velocimeter to take the *
* velocity measurements during a sweep. If the user would like. to *
* make measurements around a foil, AEEP prompts the user for the *
* most refined data file for that foil section, and then asks for one *
* chordwise position on a surface of the foil to measure the *
* velocities. During these "boundary layer" types of measurements, *
* the LDV starts very close to the foil surface and projects outward *
* to a user specified distance normal to the foil picking up the *
* the velocity at cosine-spaced points along the way. For this task, *
* a two-point central difference formula is used to calculate the *
* tangent and normnal vectors to the foil surface. The program creates *
* three output files under a universal filename with the extensions *
* ".InT," ".PLT," and .BL." The first output file is for the input *
* to the WKE LDV control program; the second is for visual 2-D *
* plotting using the PLOT program; the third is used as one of the *
* two inputs to the ABL analysis code. *
*
* Note: This code is very similar to VELPTS, except this version only *
* takes CNE sweep, to allow for the timely alignment of the *
* fiber optic beam to the foil surface. *
* *
* Created by Jamie Rice 4/30/91 *
C
C.....Define the variables
CHARACTER*80 OFFSTS, UME
PARAMER (PI=3.1415927,NMAX=20,MMAX=100)
REAL XOFF(2*MMAX) ,YOFF(2*MIAX)
REAL X(100*MMAX),Y(100*MMAX),Z(100*MMAX)
C
C.....Ask for the data file and the pertinent information
PRINT *,'Would you like to make'
PRINT *,' (1) BL measurements normal to a foil surface,'
PRINT *,' or (2) a simple velocity sweep at an axial location?'
READ *, IFOIL
IF (IFOIL .EQ. 1) GO TO 100
IF (IFOIL .E. 2) GO TO 110
100 PRINT *,'What is the name of the foil data file?'
READ (5,901) OFFSTS
C.....Call on ADJUST to read the offsets and manipulate the foil
CALL ADJUST (OFFSTS,NOSE,CHORD,NDFF,XDFF,YOFF)
C.....Now ask for the points
105 PRINT *,'Would you like to measure normal to surface 1 or 2?'
READ *, ISURF
PRINT *,'At what x/c location would you like to sweep?'
READ *, XCVERC
PRINT *,'How far out frcn the foil surface would you like to go?'
READ *, DELTA
PRINT * 'How many points in this BL plane would you like to captu
&re?'
114
READ *, I:BL'S
GO O 114
C
C..... Find planes for velocity measurement
110 PRINT *,' Input the axial measurement plane location.'
READ *,XPLANE
PRINT *,'For this plane, give the iheight, width, and the number of
& Y and Z points.'
RED *, A, B, NA, NB
112 a UE
114 PRINT *,'Input a universal label for this run.'
READ (5, 901) UAME
C
C .....Done with the input
OPEN (UNIT-2, FILE t /' .AT', SAJS-'tIX ')
OPEN (UNIT-3, FILE W /' .PLT', STUS-'INKN ' )
IF (IFOIL .EQ. 1) THEN
OPEN (UNIT=4, FILE E//' .BL', SIAIU'tU ')
END IF
C
C.....Count the total nmber of points
IF (IFOIL .EQ. 1) N
NPTS - NBLPTS
ELSE IF (IFOIL .EQ. 2) N
NPTS - N*NB
END IF
C
WRITE (3,902) 'ME
WRITE (3,*) ' X Y'
MPITE (3,*) NFS'S
C
IF (IFOIL .E. ) THEN
WRITE (4,901) UNAME
WRITE (4,906) CORD
WRITE (4,907) ISURF
WRITIE (4,906) XWVERC
WRITE (4,907) NBLP1S
C
C.........Find the points around the foil surface
IF (ISURF .EQ. 1) TMH
C.............First surface
XLOC - XOc*CHa0D
SMALL = 1.E6
C.............Search for the data point nearest to the axial location
DO 202, JJ 1, NOSE
DIST - ABS(XLOC-XOFF(JJ))
SMALL = MIN(S&U,,DIST)
IF (SMALL .LT. DIST) THEN
J - JJ - 1
X = XOFF(J)
Y1 = YOFF(J)
GO 1 204
END IF
202 CNTINUE
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C .............Done with search, now calculate the tangent and the normal
204 SLOPE - (YOEF(J+1)-YOFF(J-l) )/(XDFF(J+l)-XDFF(J-1) )
IF (YOFF(2) .Gr. YOFF(NOFF-1)) H
C .................The outward normal points upward
BEIA- APN(SLOPE) + PI/2.0
ELSE
C................. The outward normal points downward
BEM -AAN(SLOPE) - PI/2.0
END IF
THEI - 0.0
DrIHEI - PI/(2.0*(REAL(NBLPTS-1)))
WRITE (4,*) ' X Y Z'
DO 206, J - 1, NBLPI
X(J) C0S(BETA)*DELT&*(l.0--CW(THE ))
Y(J) - SIN(BEAI)*DELT*(l.0-COS(THErA))
Z(J) - 0.0
WRITE (2,908) -25.4*X(J), 25.4*Z(J), 25.4*Y(J)
WRITE (3,905) X+X(J), Y+Y(J)
WRITE (4,904) X+X(J), Y+Y(J), Z(J)
THE1 - HEM + IIE
206 CrNINUE
C
ELSE IF (ISURF .EQ. 2) MEN
C
C.............T hen do the same thing on the other surface
SMALL - 1.E6
XLOC - VERC*C D
C.............Search for the data point nearest to the axial location
DO 208, JJ - NOSE, NDFF
DIST - ABS(XLOC-XDFF(JJ))
SMALL - MIN(SMALL,DIST)
IF (SMALL .LT. DIST) HEN
J - JJ - 1
X1 - XFF(J)
Y1 YOFF(J)
GO TO 210
END IF
208 CNT1INUE
C.............Done with search, now calculate the tangent and the nonrmal
210 SLOPE = (YOFF(J+l1)-YOFF(J-i) )/(XDFF(J+1)-XOFF(J-1))
IF (YOFF(2) .GT. YOFF(NOFF-1)) THEN
C.................The outward normal points downward
BEM - AAN(SLOPE) - PI/2.0
ELSE
C.................The outward normal points upward
BETA = ATAN(SLOPE) + PI/2.0
END IF
THEIA = 0.0
DTHEIA - PI/(2.0*(REAL(NBLPTS-l)))
WRITE (4,*) ' X Y Z'
DO 212, J = 1, NBLEIS
X(J) = OS(BEIA)*DELTA*(1.0-O0S(1HErA))
Y(J) = SIN(BETA)*DELT*(1.0-COS(THEr))
Z(J) = 0.0
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WRITE (2,908) -25.4*X(J), 25.4*Z(J), 25.4*Y(J)
WRITE (3,905) X+X(J), Y+Y(J)
WRITE (4,904) X1+X(J), Y+Y(J), Z(J)
THE - TH1 + DIH
212 CCNTINUE
END IF
C
ELSE IF (IFOIL .E. 2) TEN
C
C .........Find the points in the planes
XE - -20 *PI
DXE - 4.0*PI/REAL(NA-1)
DO 222, J - 1, N&
Y(J) - A/(4.0*PI)*(XE-SIN(XE))
PHI -2.0*PI
DPHI - 4.0*PI/REAL(NB-1)
DO 224, K - 1, NB
Z(K) B/(4.0*PI)*(PHI-SIN(PHI))
WRITE (2,908) -25.4*XP1ANE, 25.4*Z(K), 25.4*Y(J)
PHI PHI + DPHI
224 CCNTNUE
WRITE (3,905) X(I), Y(J)
XE - XE + DXE
222 CONTINUE
END IF
C
C ..... Format everything
901 FORMA (A80)
902 FORMAT (' 1 ',A80)
903 FORMAT (X,I2,6X,A80)
904 FORMAT (3F8.3)
905 FORMAT (2F8.3)
906 FORMAT (F8.3)
907 FCRMAT (214)
908 FORMAT (3F10.2)
C
C .....Close the files
CLOSE (2)
CLOSE (3)
CLOSE (4)
C
C .....Before finishing, ask if the user would like to do anything else
IF (IFOIL .EQ. 1) TEN
PRINT *, 'Would you like to:'
PRINT *,' (1) Make a another BL measurement,'
PRINT *,' (2) Make a velocity plane measurement,'
PRINT *, ' or (3) Stop here?'
READ *, IQUIT
IF (JIT .EQ. 1) GO TO 05
IF (IQUIT .EQ. 2) GO 1O 110
ELSE
PRINT *, 'Would you like to:'
PRINT *,' (1) Make a BL measurement around a foil,'
PRINT *,' (2) Make another velocity plane measurement,'
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PRINT *,' or (3) Stop here?'
RED *, IQUIT
IF (IQUIT .EQ. 1) GO MO 100
IF (IQUIT .EQ. 2) Go iTO 110
END IF
C
C .....the
END
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POGRAM ABL
************************************************************************
* This program calculates the boundary layer properties of a given *
* velocity field. A Boundary Layer uses the ".BL" file created by the *
* ASWEEP program to find the velocity points, and the ".VEL" file *
* made by the data taking PC to find the corresponding point *
* velocities. It then calculates the boundary layer properties using *
* simple forward Euler approximations for the derivatives and the *
* integrations at each x/c location. *
* *
* Created by Jamie Rice 4/30/91 *
* *
* This code was modified by Jamie Rice on 5/12/91 to seek the lowest *
* and the highest velocities taken by the LDV in the boundary layer *
* sweep and integrate only between those two values to get the *
* resulting boundary layer characteristics. This effectively *
* eliminated the noticable "bulge" in the velocity profile created at *
* the foil surface due to either nmeasurement error or by *
* peculiarities in the viscous sublayer. *
C
C.....Declare the variables
PAPMS' (NMAX100)
CHARACTER*80 UME, LABEL, HFADM
REAL X(NMAX), Y(NMAX), Z(NMAX)
REAL U(NMAX), (MAx), V(MIAX), XOVERC, DSTAR
REAL THETA, H, UE, DELTA, CF, NU
C
C.....Begin the input and open the files
PRINT *, 'Input the fluid density in lb-s2/ft4'
READ *, RHO
PRINT *,'Input the fluid viscosity in ft2/s'
READ *, 
PRINT *,'Input the freestream velocity in ft/s'
READ *, UINF
10 PRINT *,'Input the universal filename for this test'
READ (5,901) LUKME
OPEN (UIT-i, FILE T//' .BL', STAMJS='M ' )
OPEN (UNIT=2, FILE--UNAME//' .VEL', STAJIS=' ' )
OPEN (UNIT=-3, FILE--UNAME//' .CT , STAIUS='UN ' )
C
C.....Read the position and the velocity data
READ (1,901) LABEL
READ (1,*) CHORD
READ (1,*) ISIDE
READ (1,*) XOVERC
READ (1,*) NBLPTS
READ (1,901) HEADS
DO 102, J = 1, NBLPTS
READ (1,904) X(J), Y(J), Z(J)
102 CCNTINUE
READ (2,901) HEADNG
DO 106, J = 1, NBLPTS
READ (2,*) NPT, NDATTA, WX, WY, WZ, U(J), SDX
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106 CrTINUE
C
RE - UINF*(CHJaD/12.0)/U
C
C.....Begin calculating the bounrdaLy layer parameters
C
C.....First find out where the BL starts and ernds
NSTART 1
SMALL - 1.OE6
BIG - 0.0
DO 200, J 1, NBLPITS
SMALL - MIN(U(J),SMALL)
IF (ABS(U(J) - SMLL) .LE. 1.OE-6) H
NSART - J
END IF
200 CNrINUE
DO 201, J - NSTART, NBLPrS
BIG - MAX(U(J),BIG)
IF (ABS(U(J) -BIG) .LE. 1.0E-6) H
NEND - J
END IF
201 CrIZE
C
C.....Now, find the BL coordinates ad the edge velocity
DO 202, - NShRT, NED
ErA(J) - SRT((X(J)-X(NSWAT))**2 + (Y(J)-Y(NSTART))**2)
202 OCNTINUE
A - EA(NEND) - EA(NSTART)
UE - U(NND)
C
C..... Now go ahead and calculate te other BL parameters
C approximating the portion of the BL between the foil surface
C using a one-seventh power law
IF (4.0*A*(U(NSTARr)/UE)**7 .GT. 1.0) HEN
PRINT *, 'You need to start the sweep closer to the body surfac
&e'
GO TO 920
END IF
DELIA = (1.0- SQRT(1.0 - 4.0*A*(U(NsTART)/uE)**7))
& /(2.0*(U(NSTARr)/AUE)**7)
EPS = DELTA*(U(NSTART)/UE)**7
DSTAR EPS - 0.875*DEL1* ( EPS/DELTN)**1.142857
THE] = DEL* ( 0.875* ( EPS/DELT)**1.142857
& - 0.7777778*(EPS/DELT) **1.285714)
DO 204, J NSTAR, NEND-1
DSTAR DSTR + ((1.0 - U(J)/E)
& + (1.0 - U(J+l)/UE))/2.0*(E](J+l)-ETA(J))
TIBA = THEA + (U(J)/UE*(1.0 - U(J)/UE)
& + U(J+I)/UE*(1.0 - U(J+1)/UE))/2.0
& * (EA(J+1)--EA(J))
204 GONmu
C
C..... Now move E up by EPS*DELTA and calculate the aproximate profile
DO 300, J = NSTART, NEND
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EI(J) - E W(J) + EPS*DELT
V(J) - U(J)
300 oCNrINUE
NEPS - 5 
DO 302, J - 1, NEPS
Y(J) - REAL(J-1)*EPS*DELT/REAL(NEPS)
U(J) - UE*(Y(J)/DELTA)**0.142857
?02 CNrINE
DO 304, J - NEPS+1, NEPS+(NEND4MNRT+1)
Y(J) - E7A(NAUmR+J-NZES-1)
U(J) - V(N aTRr+J-NEPS-1)
304 CNTINUE
C
C.....Use a hwaites TBL CF approximation
H - DStAR/flDSE
CF - 0.246/(UE*(DSTAR/12.0)/NU)**0.268/10.0**(0.678*H)
C
C..... N-dimensionalize everything
DELTA - DEL1VarD
DSThR - DSIA/RCHA D
ZM- THlEFA/W
UE - UE/UINF
C
C..... Now start printing it out
WITE (3,915) LABEL
WRITE (3,906) UINF
WRITE (3,907) RE
WRITE (3,910) ISIDE
WITE (3,911) EPS*DELTK*CH )
WRITE (3,912)
WRITE (3,908)
WRITE (3,909) xm D], DSTAR, TH'M, H, UE, CF
WRITE (3,912)
WRITE (3,912)
WRITE (3,913)
DO 400, J - 1, NEPS+(NEND-NSTRr+1)
WRITE (3,914) Y(J), U(J)
400 CCNrnUE
C
,. FormatEFORMT
FOmMAT
FC~MAT
&UINF
FORMATFORMATFOMT&UINFFRT
FOT
FOMTEO ~ I
everything
(ASO)
(F8.3)
(I2) 
(3F8.3)
(2F8.3)
(lX,'Uinfinity - ',F8.3,
(1X,'Reynolds Number = '(' X/ DELVC
' ft/s')
,F12.0)
DSM/C
CF')
(7F10.6)
(lX 'Side ',I2)
(lX,'Eps - ',F8.6,' inches')
(' ')
(lX,' Y(in.) U(ft/s)')
H UE/
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C..
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912
913
914 FoMAT (F8.4,F8.2)
915 EaMT (1X,A80)
C
C.....Done with the writing, close all the files
920 CUSE (1)
SCLsE (2)
CLOSE (3)
C
C ..... Before ending, ask if the user has any last requests
PRIM *,'Done with the calculation, wuld you like to:'
PRINT *,' 1.) Calculate the BL of another .VEL file,'
PRIN *,' or 2.) Quit while you are ahead?'
READ *, IUIT
IF (IQUIT .E. 1) GO K) 10
C
C .....the
END
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